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1 On the Subject Condition
The ungrammaticality of extraction from subject nominals like those bracketed
in (1) has been taken as evidence that in English subjects are islands, i.e. con
stituents which categorically disallow extraction.1
1 We do not deal with extraction out of clausal subjects, as in:
(i) *The teacher who [that the principal would fire] was expected by the reporters is a crusty old
fizzlebotch.
(Ross 1986: 148, 4.251b)
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(1) a. *Who did [stories about] terrify John?
			 (Chomsky 1977: 106)
b. *Who did [pictures of ] lay on the table?
			 (Postal 1974: 189)
c. *Who was [a picture of ] lying there?
			 (Kayne 1981: 114)
d. *What do you think [the joke about] offended Jack?
			 (Pearl and Sprouse 2013: 28)
e. *What did [the owner of ] sneeze?
			 (Chaves 2013: 15)
To capture the island status of subjects Chomsky (1973) postulated the Subject
Condition which categorically bars extraction out of a subject phrase:
(2) Subject Condition
	No rule can involve X, Y in the structure . . . X . . . [α . . . Y . . .] . . . where α is a
subject phrase properly containing the minimal major category containing Y,
and Y is subjacent to X.
Chomsky’s (1973) Subject Condition was stated as a primitive constraint. With
the development of the theoretical framework, the condition was subsequently
reinterpreted in terms of more general constraints on extraction which were
not subject-specific but which blocked extraction out of subjects. For example,
Cattell (1976) and Cinque (1977) argued that extraction is permitted only out of
complements, i.e. selected constituents, and this restriction had the effect of bar
ring extraction out of subjects, which are not selected. Likewise, Huang’s (1982a:
505) Condition on Extraction Domains/CED, permitted extraction only from a
properly governed domain. Since only complements (not specifiers or adjuncts)
are properly governed and subjects are specifiers within TP, CED had the effect of
imposing a categorical ban on extraction out of subjects (and adjuncts).2
This is because it has been argued (e.g. by Emonds 1976, Koster 1978, Williams 1980, Stowell 1981,
Safir 1986, Bresnan 1994, Postal 1998 and Alrenga 2005) that clausal subjects like that bracketed
in (i) do not occupy the canonical subject position in spec-TP, but rather occupy a topic position
on the edge of the clause periphery. In addition, it is unclear whether clausal subjects are CPs, or
(as proposed by Takahashi 2009) DPs.
2 For a range of empirical, theoretical and experimental perspectives on CED, see Nunes and
Uriagereka (2000); Sabel (2002); Rackowski and Richards (2005); Stepanov (2007); Chomsky
(2008); Müller (2010); Jurka (2010); Jurka et al. (2011); Sheehan (2010, 2012); Sprouse et al. (2013).
CED is potentially problematic because there are languages which allow extraction out of sub
jects (Stepanov 2001, 2007), or out of certain types of adjunct (Starke 2001: 40, fn.10; Truswell
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In much the same way, the theory of Barriers developed in Chomsky (1986)
barred extraction out of a subject in spec-TP, because extraction would involve
illicitly crossing two blocking categories (corresponding to the subject DP node
and the TP node), while, thanks to the possibility of VP adjunction, no such vio
lation arose for object extraction. In more recent proposals (Uriagereka 1999), the
island status of the subject in spec-TP has been related to conditions on spellout
and linearization: the subject in spec-TP is a non-selected domain, whose interior
is inaccessible from the outside (see Aguero-Bautista 2012: 226, Sheehan 2012 for
recent summary and discussion). Other examples could be added but the net ef
fect is that the status of the subject in spec-TP as an island for extraction is made
to follow from some more general principle. The accounts cited all continue to
predict that extraction from spec-TP is categorically barred.3
Since the early work, the status of the concept “Subject” itself has also
changed: while the subject was originally defined in terms of one specific posi
tion in the representation of the sentence, spec-IP/spec-TP, it has since been
“deconstructed” in terms of multiple subject positions (see McCloskey 1997 for a
survey and motivation). Thus it became possible to account for the island status
of the subject in spec-TP, a non-selected position, by invoking some general con
straint on extraction while at the same time allowing extraction from subjects
that occupied other (selected) positions.
The approach adopted in work of this ilk has been to deliberately abstract
away from other variables which make extraction from subjects easier or harder
(e.g. syntactic and semantic properties of the extractee or of the matrix con
stituent out of which it is extracted) in the hope of gaining a deeper understand
ing of the question of why subjects are stronger islands than objects. However,
we shall argue here that such a categorical approach obscures the true (com
posite) nature of extraction constraints. We shall show that, whether phrased
as a subject-specific condition or in more general terms, categorical constraints
formulated to ban extraction from subjects run into problems when con
fronted with the empirical data: even when the subject occupies spec-TP, ex
traction leads to different judgments, with some cases, such as (1), being strongly
degraded and others only mildly deviant. Similar variation also arises with

2007, 2009, 2011; Chaves 2012; Fábregas and Jiménez-Fernández 2012). Furthermore, sentences
like (39) in the main text suggest that extraction is possible from a constituent in spec-VP, con
trary to what CED predicts.
3 This is also true under the pragmatic account of subject islandhood in Erteschik-Shir (1973,
2006, 2007), if subjects are topics, and extraction never targets topics – though see Frascarelli
and Jiménez-Fernández (2012, 2013) for the possibility of extracting focused constituents from
what they identify as familiar topics in Spanish and Italian.
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s ubjects occupying other positions, a point that will become clearer in section 2
when we turn to Spanish data. In addition there is also speaker variation, with
one speaker finding examples acceptable which for another speaker are de
graded. Based on evidence from E
 nglish (section 1) and Spanish (section 2), we
will address these issues. With respect to extraction from subjects it will turn out
that DPs in the canonical subject position in fact pattern with weak islands, i.e.
structures out of which some but not all types of constituent can be extracted.
Thus we must reject any principle that implies a categorical ban on extraction
from subjects, however formulated. We take subject islands to be non-categorical
in the sense of Bianchi and Chesi (2012), and thus to be weak islands (See Bianchi
and Chesi 2012 for a distinction between clear-cut rules and borderline rules; see
also Bianchi and Chesi 2006 for the difference between strong and weak islands).
With respect to the gradience and variability of judgments, properties of both
subject and extractee will be shown to play a role in determining whether ex
traction is possible. In the subsections below, we explore some of the relevant
factors.
Our paper also illustrates how the development of the theoretical frame
work leads to a more refined approach to the empirical data, allowing
for coarse judgments to be replaced by much more fine-grained grading of
sentences.
Our work is organised as follows: section 1 is a critical review of the dif
ferent factors influencing the islandhood of DP subjects in English, taking into
account both the external and the internal syntax of subjects; section 2 com
pares the E
 nglish data with data from Spanish, a language which is more flexi
ble in the possible positions occupied by subjects. We argue that in both lan
guages, constraints on extraction have a cumulative effect, in the sense that
the more constraints that are violated, the greater the degree of degradation
that results. In section 3 we argue that the different island-inducing factors
identified in the data should be viewed as conditions (e.g. Inactivity Condi
tion, Argument Condition, Intervention Condition, Specificity Condition, etc.),
based on the position and properties of both the extraction site and the ex
tractee. We note that violation of weak constraints can be alleviated by Dlinking of the extracted material. In addition, we illustrate in detail the dif
ferent scenarios that emerge from the cumulative effect of constraint violations:
gradience in acceptability judgments can be accounted for by proposing that
the more constraints a sentence violates, the less acceptable it is. In section
4 we discuss a number of theoretical issues arising from our analysis, includ
ing the nature of the constraints we invoke, and the potential role of prag
matic and processing factors. Finally, in section 5 we summarize our main
findings.
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1.1 The position of the subject
In the literature, the island status of subjects has often been related to what we
could call their “external” syntax, i.e. the position of the subject within the clause.
As already mentioned, it was originally assumed that the subject nominal (the
“external” argument, Williams 1994), was directly inserted (or “merged”, to use
Minimalist terminology) in the canonical subject position, the specifier of IP or
TP. This position is radically different from that of the complements associated
with a verb, which are merged VP internally.

1.1.1 Freezing, Edge and Inactivity effects
According to the VP-Internal Subject Hypothesis, developed in the mid-1980s (by
Kitagawa 1986, Speas 1986, Contreras 1987, Zagona 1987, Kuroda 1988, Sportiche
1988, Koopman and Sportiche 1991, and others), subjects are first merged VP in
ternally, as the highest argument of the verb. If subjects originate within the verb
phrase and move to the canonical subject position, spec-TP, the ban on extraction
out of a subject in spec-TP need no longer be stated as a primitive: extraction out
of a subject in spec-TP is barred by the Freezing Principle of Wexler and Culicover
(1980: 119), which for present purposes can be formulated as in (3).4
(3) Freezing Principle
	A moved constituent is frozen for extraction.
If subjects originate within vP and move to spec-TP, it follows from (3) that no
extraction will be possible out of a subject in spec-TP. Thus, the “freezing” ac
count derives the Subject Condition.
An interesting corollary of the “freezing” account is that extraction is ex
pected to be permitted out of in situ subjects which remain in their original
position within VP, but not out of ex situ subjects which move to spec-TP. Lasnik
and Park (2003) argue that this claim is borne out by contrasts such as the
following:

4 The Freezing Principle has been argued to be reducible to a more general locality condition
(Müller 2010), or to principles of linearization and spellout (Uriagereka 1999; Nunes and Uriager
eka 2000; Sheehan 2010, 2012), or labeling (Rizzi 2012), or to processing constraints (Hofmeister
2012).
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(4) a.		Which candidate were there [ posters of ] all over the town?
b. *Which candidate were [ posters of ] all over the town?
			 (Lasnik and Park 2003: 651)
In (4a), the bracketed subject remains in its base position within VP, and ex
traction is possible because there is no freezing violation. By contrast, in (4b) the
subject raises to spec-TP and extraction induces a freezing violation which leads
to ungrammaticality.5
However, the freezing account faces a potential problem in relation to an ob
servation due to Ross (1967), according to which passive subjects permit extrac
tion in sentences such as (5), where the PP of which cars is seemingly extracted
from the bracketed nominal in subject position:
(5)	Of which cars were [the hoods] damaged by the explosion?
(Ross 1967: 242, 4.253)
In a similar vein, Chomsky (2008) claims that wh-extraction is permitted out of
passive/unaccusative subjects like that bracketed in (6a), but barred out of tran
sitive subjects like that bracketed in (6b):
(6) a.		Of which car was [the driver] awarded a prize?
b. *Of which car did [the driver] cause a scandal?

5 See Harwood (2012) for an alternative account of sentences like (4). A complication which we
set aside here is that extraction out of a subject is barred in Predicate/Locative Inversion struc
tures like (i/ii) and in some cases of unaccusative there clauses like (i):
(i)	*Which wall do you think the cause of the riot was [a picture of ]?
		 (Moro 1997: 124)
(ii)	*Who do you think on this wall hung [a picture of]?
		 (Hartmann 2005: 96)
(iii) *Who did there arrive [a friend of] at the party?
		 (Hartmann 2005: 97)
See Hartmann (2005) for discussion and references. With respect to (iii), though, the data are far
from clear; Radford (2009:434) gives:
(iv) O
 f which drugs did there remain traces in the blood?
See also (38a) in the main text. We leave this for future study.
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If the underlined wh-PP were extracted out of the subject in its superficial posi
tion in spec-TP, both sentences would be expected to induce a violation of the
Freezing Principle (3) and hence to be ungrammatical.6
On the basis of contrasts like that in (6), Chomsky (2008) proposes that
wh-extraction can take place successfully from the base position of the subject in
sentences like (6a) – an idea dating back to work by Huang (1982b), Chomsky
(1986), and Merchant (1999, 2001). If transitive subjects originate within vP and
passive/unaccusative subjects originate within VP, (6a,b) will have underlying
representations along the lines of (7a,b):
(7) a.	[CP [C ø] [TP [T was] [vP [v ø] [VP the driver of which car [V awarded] a prize]]]]
b.	[CP [C ø] [TP [T did] [vP the driver of which car [v ø] [VP [V cause] a scandal]]]]
For Chomsky, extraction is regulated by a locality condition which can be given
the following informal characterisation (where phases include CP and transitive
vP):
(8) Edge Condition
	The edge of a phase is opaque for extraction.
(8) gains empirical support from the degradation in sentences like (9), where who
is extracted out of a bracketed DP on the edge of a CP phase:7
(9) a. ??Who do you wonder [which picture of ] Mary bought?
			 (Lasnik and Saito 1992: 102, 144a)
b. ??Who do you wonder [which picture of ] is on sale?
			 (Lasnik and Saito 1992: 102, 144b)
The conceptual basis of the Edge Condition is that it bars “search that goes too
deeply into a phase already passed” (Chomsky 2008: 148).8 In a personal commu
nication reported in Gallego (2007: 286), Chomsky amplifies this remark by say
ing “Extraction from within SPEC of a phase already passed poses a locality prob
lem, by definition. It’s necessary not only to search into the exterior of the phase

6 Our discussion here abstracts away from several complicating factors, including specificity
(discussed in section 1.2.2) and pied-piping (discussed in section 1.3.1).
7 See however the discussion of (61) in section 2.2.2.
8 For discussion of apparent counterexamples to the Edge Condition and how they can be dealt
with, see Gallego (2007, 2009) and Boeckx (2012: 131–132).
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already passed (which is clearly OK), but also one level of depth further, into the
interior of that exterior.” The Edge Condition receives independent support from
experimental research by Jurka (2010) on German. Using a 7-point Likert scale
on which 7 represents the highest and 1 the lowest level of acceptability, Jurka
reported that extraction out of an in situ transitive subject in spec-vP yields a
substantially lower score of 3.55 than the score of 6.14 for extraction out of an in
situ object in the complement position of the verb (abbreviated for convenience
as ‘comp-VP’).
If vPs without an external argument like that in (7a) are not phases, noth
ing will prevent the PP of which car from being extracted out of the under
lined subject and moving to spec-CP. But if vPs with an external argument
are phases, extracting of which car out of the underlined subject and moving
it to spec-CP in (7b) will be ruled out by Edge Condition (8) because the under
lined subject is the specifier of a vP phase. Extraction out of the subject in its
superficial position in spec-TP will seemingly be ruled out by the Freezing Princi
ple (3).
However, the freezing account runs into potential problems in relation to ex
amples such as the following (from Chomsky 2008, ex. 19, and treated as fully
grammatical by him):
(10) a.	Of which car is [the driver] likely to cause a scandal?
b. O

f which car did they believe [the driver] to have caused a scandal?
On Chomsky’s assumptions, the DP the driver of which car originates as the
specifier/subject of the embedded (phasal) vP, and then moves through an inter
mediate position on the edge of the TP headed by infinitival to before reaching its
superficial position in the matrix clause in spec-TP as the subject of is/was in
(10a), and in spec-VP as the object of believe in (10b), with the verb believe raising
to adjoin to the head v of vP. In its base position in spec-vP, extraction out of the
bracketed DP is barred by the Edge Condition, and in its intermediate and super
ficial positions it is blocked by the Freezing Condition. Thus, the account sketched
above wrongly predicts that sentences like (10) are ungrammatical. To circum
vent this problem, we have to abandon or modify one of the existing constraints.
If we abandon the Edge Condition, we are seemingly left with no account of the
contrast in (6). This suggests that we need to replace the Freezing Principle by a
more targeted constraint. But what?
Chomsky (2008: 150) suggests that the answer lies in an Inactivity Condi
tion which makes an A-chain invisible to further computation (and hence opaque
to extraction) once it has been rendered inactive by the valuation of its uninter
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pretable features. For present purposes, we can formulate this condition as
follows:9
(11) Inactivity Condition
	An inactive A-chain (i.e. one with no unvalued A-features) is opaque for
extraction
We can illustrate the effect of (11) by considering the derivation of (10a). The DP
the driver of which car will originate in spec-vP as in:
(12) [CP [C ø] [TP [T is] likely [TP [T to] [vP the driver of which car [v cause] a scandal]]]]
The Edge Condition (7) prevents C from probing at this point to attract the PP of
which car to move to the edge of CP. Instead, T-to probes and attracts DP the driver
of which car to become its specifier, so deriving (13):
(13) [CP [C ø] [TP [T is] likely [TP the driver of which car [T to] [vP t [v cause] a scandal]]]]
If T-is probes before C in (13), T-is will agree with and assign nominative case to DP
the driver of which car and attract it to move to spec-TP, deriving (14):
(14) [ CP [C ø] [TP the driver of which car [T is] likely [TP t [T to] [vP t [v cause] a
scandal]]]]
The Inactivity Condition (11) will then prevent C from probing in (14) to attract
the PP of which car to move to spec-CP, because the DP the driver of which car is
inactive by virtue of its case feature having been valued, and so is opaque for ex
traction. So, at first sight, it might seem as if Chomsky’s analysis wrongly predicts
that sentences like (10a) should be ungrammatical.
However, this is not the case, since there is an alternative derivation for
(10a) which does not induce an inactivity violation. To see this, let’s return to the
stage of derivation in (14). This time, let us suppose that C probes before T-is. If
so, the Inactivity Condition will not bar C from attracting PP of which car to
move to s pec-CP (since the uninterpretable case feature on the subject DP will be

9 The Inactivity Condition is arguably a subcase of the Freezing Principle which is restricted to
A-chains. See Richards (2011) for an argument against the Inactivity Condition, and Boeckx
(2012: 105–106) for a rebuttal and for a defence of the conceptual rationale of the condition.
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unvalued at this point, leaving the subject active and hence transparent for ex
traction), and wh-movement will derive (15):
(15) [ CP of which car [C ø] [TP [T is] likely [TP the driver t [T to] [vP t [v cause] a
scandal]]]]
Subsequently, T-is probes, agreeing with and assigning nominative case to the
residual DP the driver t, and attracting it to move to become the specifier of is.
Auxiliary Inversion will derive the structure associated with (10a) Of which car is
the driver likely to cause a scandal? Chomsky’s analysis thus predicts that sen
tences like (10a) involving extraction out of a subject undergoing long A-
movement are grammatical.
Now consider extraction out of ECM subjects in sentences like (10b) Of which
car did they believe the driver to have caused a scandal? Let us suppose we have
reached a stage of derivation where we have formed (16):
(16) [vP they [v ø] [VP [V believe] [TP [T to] have [vP the driver of which car [v caused] a
scandal]]]]
The higher v cannot probe and extract PP of which car out of the DP subject the
driver of which car at this point, because DP is on the edge of a vP phase, and so
extraction is barred by the Edge Condition. Instead, T-to probes and attracts DP to
become the specifier of to, deriving (17):
(17) [ vP they [v ø] [VP [V believe] [TP the driver of which car [T to] have [vP t [v caused]
a scandal]]]]
At this point, the higher v probes and can attract PP of which car out of DP to be
come its (outer) specifier, because DP remains active through its unvalued case
feature, so deriving (18):
(18) [vP of which car they [v ø] [VP [V believe] [TP the driver t [T to] have [vP t [v caused]
a scandal]]]]
Subsequently, V-believe agrees with and assigns accusative case to the residual
DP the driver t, and attracts it to move to spec-VP, an instantiation of ‘subject to
object raising’. Adjunction of V-believe to v will then result in the verb believe
coming to immediately precede its object the driver. The remainder of the deriva
tion will proceed, ultimately deriving the structure associated with (10b) Of which
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car do they believe the driver to have caused a scandal? Extraction out of ECM
subjects is thus predicted to be fully grammatical.10
While Chomsky’s analysis has gained widespread currency in Minimalism, it
does raise some problems. We examine three of these in sections 1.1.2–1.1.4 below.

1.1.2 On Thematic effects
Chomsky (2008) notes that contrasts such as the following pose a potential em
pirical challenge to his account of extraction from subjects:
(19) a. *Of which car did [the driver] cause a scandal? (= 6b)
b.		Of which books did [the authors] receive a prize?
			 (Chomsky 2008: 160, fn.39)
In both cases, extraction takes place out of the subject of a transitive verb. Ex
traction from the superficial position of the subject in spec-TP will be barred by
the Inactivity Condition (11), and extraction from the base position of the subject
in spec-vP will be barred by the Edge Condition (8). On these assumptions, both
sentences should be equally ungrammatical. Noting the problematic difference
in acceptability between the two, Chomsky (2008: 160, fn.39) comments that “dif
ference among theta roles might be relevant”, since the bracketed subject is an
agent argument in (19a) but a goal argument in (19b). However, he does not
make any explicit proposal about how to deal with the relevant thematic effect.

10 A potential complication relating to ECM subjects which we set aside here is posed by sen
tences such as those below (from Lasnik 2001b: 112):
(i)	?*Who did Mary make out [friends of] to be fools?
(ii) ?*Who did Mary make [friends of] out to be fools?
On one view, the bracketed ECM subject moves only as far as spec-TP in the infinitive clause in (i)
but moves further to the matrix spec-VP in (ii). Such data might suggest that ECM subjects always
raise at least as far as spec-to and can optionally raise further to spec-VP in the matrix clause.
However, if this were so, we would expect both (iii) and (iv) below to be grammatical, with the
subject raising to spec-VP and crossing the matrix adverb sincerely in (iii), and raising to spec-to
and so following the adverb in (iv):
(iii) We believe him sincerely to be innocent.
(iv)	*We believe sincerely him to be innocent.
The ungrammaticality of (iv) suggests that ECM subjects obligatorily raise to spec-VP, leaving
open the question of how to deal with (i).
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Chomsky’s observation is in line with a body of research arguing that the
accessibility of constituents is determined by their thematic properties. It is well
known that the argument structure of a predicate determines the relative promi
nence of its arguments: the higher the position which a constituent occupies
on the Thematic Hierarchy in (20) below, the higher its canonical position is
in the syntactic structure, for instance. Accordingly, agents are canonical ex
ternal arguments occupying the highest argument position within the vP in which
they originate, viz. spec-vP. (see Grimshaw 1990, Choi 1996 and Alexiadou et al.
2007: 503–504 for a survey of the literature; we use small caps to name thematic
roles).
(20)	Thematic Hierarchy (cf. Choi 1996)
	
agent > beneficiary > experiencer/goal > cause/instrument > patient/
theme > locative
The Thematic Hierarchy has been argued to play a role in determining extracta
bility from DPs: the presence of a thematically more prominent argument (i.e.
one occupying a higher position on the Thematic Hierarchy) has been shown to
block the extraction of a less prominent one (See Alexiadou et al. 2007: 585–591
for references).
In the light of this, it might seem as if one way of capturing the contrast in (19)
would be to suppose that the theta role carried by a constituent determines how
readily it permits extraction, and to capture this in terms of a (hypothetical) con
dition such as (21):
(21) Thematic Extraction Condition/TEC
	The more prominent a constituent is on the Thematic Hierarchy (20), the
greater structural integrity it has and the more resistant it is to extraction.
The prediction of TEC is that an agent subject like that bracketed in (19a)
will show greater resistance to extraction than a goal subject like that bracketed
in (19b), because an agent is positioned higher on the hierarchy (20) than a
goal.
However, a constraint like (21) would pose both empirical and theoreti
cal problems. One empirical problem is that (as an anonymous reviewer points
out) a purely thematically based constraint on extraction would fail to ac
count for why extraction is possible out of a passive agent in a sentence such
as (22):
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(22) Which of the two teams was the referee verbally abused [by supporters of ]?
Since agents are the most prominent arguments on the hierarchy (20), they would
be expected to be the most extraction-resistant; and yet this is not true of passive
agents like that bracketed in (22).
In addition to empirical problems, TEC also faces the theoretical problem
that it is not clear what “structural integrity” is, and how or why this should be
correlated with theta-roles. Since the core function of the Thematic Hierarchy (20)
is to determine the relative structural prominence of arguments (i.e. how high
up in the structure they are projected), one way of capturing the thematic effect
illustrated by the contrast between (19a) and (19b) is to suppose that they reflect
the relative position of arguments within vP. In this connection, it is interesting
to note that Schäfer (2012) argues that (active) agent arguments occupy a higher
position within vP than other arguments. More specifically, he claims that agents
are generated as the specifier of a VoiceP which is the highest projection within
the verb phrase (See Kratzer 1996), and that other arguments are generated in
lower projections (e.g. a cause argument11 is generated as the specifier of an
ApplicativeP projection, and oblique arguments (introduced by prepositions) are
generated even lower (typically within VP). If so, and if extraction is possible
from the base position of the subject, the contrast between sentences like (19a)
and (19b) can potentially again be handled in terms of the Edge Condition (8): if
active VoicePs are phases and only active agent subjects are positioned on the
edge of a VoiceP phase, only they will resist subextraction, not cause or goal
arguments, since the latter are specifiers of lower projections. Perhaps this is the
kind of structural analysis which Chomsky had in mind when he conjectured
(2008: 160 fn.39) that ‘a deeper analysis of base structures’ might account for the
contrast in (19). The possibility of extracting from passive by-phrases in sentences
like (22) can be accounted for by supposing that (like other PPs) they are con
tained within VP.
Overall, then, it would seem that it may well be possible to handle the
thematic effect illustrated in (19) in terms of the Edge Condition, if agent sub
jects originate on the edge of a phase, but other subjects originate in a lower
position.

11 Pylkkänen (2008) and Tubino (2011) draw a distinction between an agent (a typically ani
mate instigator of an event as in John rolled the ball along the road) and a cause (a typically inan
imate entity as in The wind rolled the ball along the road). However, see Ramchand (2008) for a
dissenting view.
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1.1.3 On PP extraction out of DP
Broekhuis (2006) claims that apparent cases of PP-from-DP extraction in exam
ples like (10) are fake, and that the PP is directly generated in situ in the clause
periphery as “an independent adverbial phrase” (2006: 62). He argues that there
are important asymmetries between PPs internal to DP and PPs external to DP,
and that these argue against treating DP-external PPs as extracted from DPs, and
in favour of generating them in situ (2006: 62). One such asymmetry is that in PP
. . . DP structures, we can find a pronoun in place of the lexical DP. Jurka (2010:
152) makes the same point for English in relation to structures such as (23b):
(23) s peaker a: T
 here was a terrible explosion and the hoods of certain cars were
damaged.
speaker b: Of which cars were they damaged?
Since pronouns generally cannot be modified by PPs (cf. *The explosion damaged
them of several cars), Jurka and Broekhuis conclude that the DP-external PPs
must be base-generated.
A second asymmetry reported by Broekhuis is that in Dutch, a DP-external PP
can be modified by a focus particle like alleen ‘only’, but not a DP-internal PP: cf.
(24) a.		Alleen van DEZE auto hebben
ze [de eigenaar] nog
			only
of
this
car
have-3pl they the owner
yet
			
niet gevonden
			not found
b. *Ze
hebben [de eigenaar alleen van DEZE auto ] nog niet gevonden.
			‘They have
the owner only of THIS car yet not found.’
Broekhuis (2006: 63) concludes: “If the preposed van-PP in (24a) originates from
within the object DP, the ungrammaticality of (24b) would be very surprising.”
Jurka (2010) adduces experimental evidence in support of the claim that DP-
external PPs are generated in situ. He reports (2010: 154) that in an experiment
involving extraction from (transitive) subject or object DPs in English, there was a
strong subject effect where the preposition was stranded. On a 7-point Likert scale
(where 7 represents the highest and 1 the lowest level of acceptability), extraction
in P-stranding structures received a relatively high mean score of 5.08 for objects
compared to a markedly lower score of 2.51 for subjects. However, a very much
weaker effect was found under P-pied-piping, with extraction receiving a score of
3.86 for objects and 3.29 for subjects. The observation that “the subject/object
asymmetry almost goes away with pied-piping” (2010: 156) leads Jurka to con
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clude that “the PP was base-generated as some sort of hanging topic or aboutness
construction in the C-domain.” (2010: 157). His overall conclusion is that “genu
ine extraction only takes place in the P-stranding conditions” (2010: 159).
If (as Broekhuis and Jurka claim) DP-external PPs are indeed directly gener
ated in situ, this would mean that Chomsky’s PP-fronting analysis of sentences
like (10) is fatally flawed, since the initial PPs will be generated in situ and there
will no extraction from subject DPs. However, before rushing to this conclusion,
we need to evaluate the strength of the evidence offered by Broekhuis and Jurka.
Sentences like (23b) arguably tell us no more than that of-PPs have one particular
use in which they serve as peripheral topics – and indeed a similar topic use with
no plausible extraction site is found in structures such as (25b):
(25) speaker a: Do you prefer ice-cream or chocolate?
	
speaker b: Of the two , I think I’d have to say that I prefer chocolate
However, the fact that this one particular use of an of-PP does not have an adnom
inal source does not exclude the possibility that other uses of other PPs may have
a different (adnominal) source. The case for an adnominal source being available
is clearly more compelling in structures like (26) where there are selectional de
pendencies between the (bold-printed) head preposition and the (underlined)
noun whose complement it introduces:
(26) a.	On/*of smoking in public parks, there has never been [any ban ]
b.	In/*at product marketing, there needs to be [substantial improvement ]
c.	To/*from maintaining standards, there needs to be [a strong commitment ]
d.	From/*At our commitment to brand image, there cannot be [any retreat ]
Furthermore, the dependency in (26) is sensitive to island constraints, as we see
from the wh-island effect illustrated below:
(27) a.	*On smoking in public, I’d like to know what you would feel about [a ban]
b. *To government ministers, he asked how often there had been [secret
payments]
c.	*In profits, he tried to find out why there had been [a fall]
Sentences such as (26) and (27) thus lend empirical support to an extraction
analysis.
But what of Broekhuis’s focus argument? Even for Dutch, it seems far from
conclusive, since sentences like (24) arguably tell us little more than that the
focus particle alleen ‘only’ can only be used to modify a PP on the edge of a
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 eripheral Focus Phrase projection. More importantly for our analysis of English,
p
the relevant constraint does not hold for English, since DP-internal PPs can
be modified by a focus particle, as we see from the following internet-sourced
examples:
(28) a.	They have no trace of a circulation, and [traces only of nerves ]
		( Journal of Practical Medicine 19: 218)
b.	[Traces only of resin , gum and extractive matter] can be separated from the
mass . . .
		(Philosophical Magazine: 17)
c.	. . . we find [the remains only of marine plants and animals ]
		(Brewster’s Edinburgh Encyclopaedia vol. 13: 435)
Nor is Jurka’s experimental evidence any more compelling. Indeed, he reports a
“statistically significant” difference between extracting a PP out of a DP subject in
English (score = 3.29) and extracting a PP out of a DP object (score = 3.86). If both
PPs are generated in situ, this effect remains unaccounted for. By contrast, if the
PP is extracted from its containing DP, we expect the asymmetry because extrac
tion from a moved subject should yield a freezing violation which does not hold
in the case of extraction from an object. The somewhat low score of 3.86 for ex
tracting a PP out of an object can be accounted for by the perceived unnatural
ness of pied-piping in colloquial English in contexts where preposition stranding
is also possible. The very low score of 2.51 for extraction of a DP out of a subject
can be accounted for by the fact that this involves violation of an additional con
straint on preposition stranding discussed in Section 1.3.1.
Overall, then, we conclude that there is no compelling evidence in support of
a categorical ban on extracting PPs out of DPs. This conclusion will turn out to be
particularly important for the discussion of Spanish, where all cases of extraction
that we will discuss involve fronting of PP rather than of DP.

1.1.4 On extraction from non-terminal positions
One of the most interesting theoretical aspects of Chomsky’s analysis is his claim
that for moved subjects extraction is possible from their non-terminal positions
(e.g. in their base or intermediate positions). However, this claim is potentially
problematic from a conceptual point of view for two reasons. Firstly, allowing
extraction from the base, intermediate or superficial position of the subject in
sentences like (10) means that the ultimate acceptability status of a given sen
tence can only be determined by a transderivational comparison of a number of
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alternative competing derivations of the same sentence (e.g. one where extraction
takes place from the base position, another where it takes place from the interme
diate position, and a third where it takes place from the superficial position),
and such an assumption leads to an undesirable increase in the power and com
plexity of grammars. Secondly, extracting from the base rather than the superfi
cial position of a moved subject leads to an economy violation, in that it results
in the formation of a longer wh-chain than which would arise if extraction took
place from the superficial position of the subject.12
Furthermore, the empirical robustness of the data on which Chomsky’s anal
ysis is based is in dispute. For example, contrary to his claim that extraction from
ECM subjects is fine, extraction from ECM subjects in sentences like (29) has been
argued to lead to ungrammaticality:
(29) a. *Of whom does Mary believe [ friends] to be stupid?
			 (Sabel 2002: 293)
b. *Who do you expect [stories about] to terrify John?
			 (Chomsky 1973)
c. *Which artists did you find [works by] to be offensive?
			 (Uriagereka 2004: 10)
d. *Who did John believe [pictures of] to have caused the riot?
			 (Boeckx 2012: 116)
Moreover, Broekhuis (2006) presents evidence from Dutch sentences like (30)
against Chomsky’s assumption that extraction is possible from the base position
of a moved subject:
(30) a.		Wat zijn
(er)
jouw vader [voor rare
verhalen] verteld?
			what are-3pl (there) your father for
strange stories
told
			‘What kind of strange stories were (there) told to your father?’
b. *Wat zijn
[voor rare
verhalen] jouw vader verteld?
			 what are-3pl		 for
strange stories
your father told
			‘What kind of strange stories were told to your father’

12 In addition, we note that extraction from the intermediate position of the subject (as the
specifier of infinitival to) in structures like (14) is potentially problematic in terms of Chomsky’s
own assumptions. If A-movement is contingent on agreement (e.g. if T attracts the closest con
stituent it agrees with in one or more φ-features), and if T inherits its agreement features from C,
it is not clear how the subject can move to spec-TP if (as generally assumed) ECM and raising
infinitives are defective clauses which project TP but not CP, since T will have no C to inherit
agreement from.
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Extraction is possible from the base position of the in situ subject in comp-VP
bracketed in (30a), but not from the superficial position of the ex situ subject
in spec-TP in (30b). This finding is unexpected under Chomsky’s analysis, since
extraction should be possible from the base position of the subject in (30b),
and would thus be expected to yield an outcome which is just as grammatical
as (30a).
Experimental research by Jurka (2010) further undermines Chomsky’s analy
sis. In an experiment on German (where transitive subjects can occupy spec-vP,
spec-TP or spec-CP), Jurka found (2010: 63, Table 3.2) that the mean acceptability
score (on a 7-point scale) for extraction out of an in situ transitive subject in
spec-vP was 3.55, whereas it was significantly lower (2.28) for extraction out of a
subject in spec-TP. If extraction from a transitive subject which has moved to specTP were possible from its base position in spec-vP, the acceptability of extraction
out of a spec-TP subject should be on a par with extraction from a spec-vP subject,
whereas in actual fact it is substantially lower. Moreover, Jurka also reports that
extraction from in situ objects in German yielded a markedly higher acceptability
score (6.14) than extraction from a moved object (2.84). These findings suggest
that extraction is always from the superficial position of a constituent. This gen
eralisation can be captured in terms of the following constraint:
(31) Extraction Constraint
	Extraction is only possible from the head of a chain.
This is not a primitive constraint per se, but rather follows from more general
locality principles such as Chomsky’s (1995) Minimal Link Condition/MLC (re
quiring movement to be as local as possible), with MLC itself being a reflex of a
more general Economy condition.
Jurka also conducted a series of experiments on English which further under
mine the empirical foundation of Chomsky’s analysis. Recall that Chomsky
claims that extraction is possible out of subjects which undergo A-movement in
sentences like (10) (e.g. ECM subjects); he also claims that extraction is possible
from unaccusative and passive subjects which undergo local A-movement in
sentences like (6a), but not from their transitive counterparts like (6b). However,
Jurka’s findings cast doubt on the observational adequacy of these claims. In one
experiment, Jurka found that extraction from ECM subjects (e.g. in Which politician did John believe a book about to have caused a scandal?) received a low ac
ceptability score of 2.24, which was even lower than the 2.61 score for extraction
out of a local transitive subject (e.g. in Which politician did a book about cause a
scandal?), thereby calling into question Chomsky’s claim that extraction from
ECM subjects is acceptable. In a second experiment, Jurka found that extraction
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from a passive subject (e.g. in John wondered which man a book about was released last year) yielded a score of 2.68, which was not significantly different from
the score of 2.55 for extraction out of the corresponding active subject ( John
wondered which man a book about caused a scandal last year). These findings
provide experimental support for the Extraction Constraint (31), and strongly sug
gest that the base and intermediate positions of a moved subject do not affect its
extractability.
This in turn means that Chomsky’s analysis needs to be modified in the light
of experimental support for the Extraction Constraint. But how? In order to an
swer this question, consider how to account Jurka’s findings for was . . . für ‘what
. . . for’ extraction in German. On one experiment (2010: 88) he reports acceptabil
ity scores of 4.74/4.65 for extraction out of in situ passive/unaccusative subjects,
but a significantly lower score of 3.51 for extraction out of in situ transitive agen
tive subjects. On another (2010: 63), he reports scores of 3.55 for extraction out of
an in situ transitive agentive subject in spec-vP, but a significantly lower score of
2.28 for extraction out of a transitive agentive subject in spec-TP. Extraction out
of an in situ passive/unaccusative subject in comp-VP will not induce an Edge
violation, nor a Freezing violation, nor an Inactivity violation (as long as C probes
before T values the case feature on the subject), nor an Extraction violation (since
extraction takes place from the head of a trivial A-chain). Extraction from an in
situ agent subject in spec-vP will be degraded because it violates the Edge Con
dition, but not the Freezing, Inactivity or Extraction conditions. Extraction from
an ex situ subject in spec-TP will be doubly degraded because it violates both the
Inactivity Condition (since a subject in spec-TP will be inactive by virtue of having
had its case feature already valued as nominative) and the Freezing Condition.
Now consider Jurka’s findings for English, where extraction of a PP from a
passive theme subject yielded a very low score of 2.68, which was not signifi
cantly different from the score of 2.55 for extraction out of the corresponding tran
sitive agent subject. These very low scores can be accounted for by positing that
(in consequence of the Extraction Condition) extraction in both cases takes place
from the superficial position of the subject in spec-TP and involves a double con
straint violation, since both the Freezing Principle and the Inactivity Condition
are flouted. A similar violation of the same two constraints will occur in cases of
extraction from an ECM subject. The somewhat lower score of 2.24 for extraction
out of an ECM subject can be attributed to the additional complexity (and per
haps infrequency) of ECM structures, given that Jurka (201: 161) reports that ECM
structures in non-extraction contexts receive a much lower acceptability score
than their non-ECM counterparts (e.g. John believed a book about Obama to have
caused a scandal received a score of 4.48 compared to 6.77 for A book about
Obama caused a scandal ).
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To summarise: This section has been concerned with how the position of
a subject affects the possibility of extracting out of it. Chomsky (2008) argued
that extraction can (in principle) take place from the base, intermediate or su
perficial position of a subject, but noted that particular types of extraction
can induce constraint violations which cause degradation. More specifically,
Chomsky claimed that extraction from subjects which undergo local A-movement
to the specifier position of a finite TP is barred from their superficial position
by the Inactivity Condition, and barred from their base position (for subjects
originating in spec-vP) by the Edge Condition: by contrast, he posited that
extraction from subjects which undergo long-distance movement is possible
from intermediate positions. However, we saw that research by Jurka (2010) pro
vided experimental evidence that extraction is only possible out of the head
of a chain (an effect which we captured in terms of the Extraction Constraint/
EC 31). We offered an alternative account of extraction from subjects under
which (in consequence of EC), extraction is only possible from the head of a
chain, with the Edge Constraint yielding degradation when extracting out of an
in situ agent subject on the edge of a vP phase, and the Inactivity Condition
and the Freezing Principle yielding double degradation when extracting out of
a subject in the specifier position of a finite TP (or, in the case of ECM subjects,
in spec-VP).

1.2 Properties of the subject
In addition to being affected by the external syntax of the subject, i.e. its position
in the clause, the possibility of extraction out of subjects is also affected by the
internal properties of the subject itself. We have already discussed the issue of
whether thematic properties of subjects affect extraction from them in Sections
1.1.2 and 1.1.4. In this section, we look at the impact of specificity on extraction
possibilities.
Among others, Horn (1974), Hornstein (1977), May (1977), Chomsky (1977,
1981), Cinque (1990), Mahajan (1992), Ormazábal (1992), Chung (1994), Kluender
(1998, 2004), Stepanov (2001), Davies and Dubinsky (2003), and Goodall (2004)
have observed that extraction is barred out of a specific nominal introduced
e.g. by a demonstrative like that or a possessive like your, but not out of a non-
specific nominal introduced e.g. by the indefinite article a or a quantifier like
several. The following examples show that extraction is more readily permitted
out of non-specific nominals like the bracketed object in (32a) or the bracketed
subject in (32c) than out of specific nominals like those bracketed in (32b) and
(32d):
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(32) a.		Of what did he want [a picture ---]?
b. ?Of what did he want [that picture ---]?
c. ??Of what did [pictures ---] upset him?
d. *Of what did [those pictures ---] upset him?
Fiengo and Higginbotham (1981) propose a Specificity Condition which can be for
mulated within the spirit of their proposal as follows:
(33) Specificity Condition
	Specific nominals are opaque domains for extraction.13
As should be obvious, the Specificity Condition is again not specific to subjects,
but holds of all DPs: specificity of the DP makes extraction more difficult.
A number of different accounts have been proposed of the Specificity Con
dition, but for succinctness we will mention only one here. Campbell (1996)
posits that specific/referential nominals contain an abstract specificity oper
ator in spec-DP which blocks extraction. On this view, the DP bracketed in
(32d) would have the structure (34) below, where OP is an abstract specificity
operator:14
(34) [DP OP [D those] pictures of what ]
Extraction of what out of its containing DP in (34) results in a structure in
which the wh-operator what crosses the intervening specificity operator OP,
thereby incurring a violation of the Intervention Constraint discussed in section
1.3.3.15

13 See Enç (1991) for arguments that specificity rather than definiteness is the factor responsible
for creating opaque domains. Experimental evidence in support of a specificity effect comes from
Sprouse and Almeida (2012a). We abstract away here from other factors affecting extractability,
including the semantic properties of the associated predicate (Diesing 1992; Erteschik-Sher 1981;
Kluender 1992; Keller 2000).
14 (34) is simplified, inter alia, by not showing the launch site of the operator which moves to
spec-DP: see Campbell (1996) and Aboh (2004) for evidence of movement internally within DP.
Haegeman and Ürögdi (2010a,b) extend the null specificity operator analysis to factive comple
ment clauses and claim that the operator is what renders the clause “referential”. The assump
tion that an Operator in spec-DP makes DP a barrier to extraction raises interesting questions
about why DP loses its barrierhood when its head is extracted (Stepanov 2012).
15 See Baunaz (2012: 37–38) for a more fine-grained analysis of DPs in which three degrees of
extractability are distinguished.
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1.3 Position and properties of the extractee
In addition to being sensitive to the position (external syntax) and properties
(internal syntax) of the constituent out of which it takes place, extraction is also
sensitive to the external syntax and the internal syntax of the extractee itself.
1.3.1 Pied piping
In relation to the external syntax of the extractee, consider contrasts such as the
following (noted in Ross 1967, 1986; Chomsky 1977, 1986 and much subsequent
work):
(35) a.		He is the only player of whom [ pictures] were taken.
b. *He is the only player who [ pictures of ] were taken.
Why is the preposition pied-piping structure (35a) more acceptable than the prep
osition stranding example in (35b)? This is all the more puzzling as in general
preposition stranding is found to be more acceptable than pied-piping in English.
For example, Jurka (2010: 154) reports the results of an experiment which showed
that stranding the preposition under extraction from an object in structures like
(36a) received a far higher acceptability score (parenthesized) than pied-piping
the preposition:
(36) a.	Phil wondered which topic Scott had filmed [a documentary about] last
year. (5.08)
b.	Phil wondered about which topic Scott had filmed [a documentary] last
year. (3.86)
The contrast in (36) follows if (as suggested by Chomsky 1995: 262) pied-piping
only takes place when required for convergence (e.g. when some constraint bars
stranding).16 This line of reasoning suggests that the preposition of is pied-piped
along with who(m) in (35a) because some constraint prevents the preposition
from being stranded in (35b). But what is this constraint?
Kuno (1973) attributes the ill-formedness of sentences like (35b) to violation
of the following constraint:

16 An interesting question which we set aside here is why (as noted by Sag 2010) pied-piping is
generally more acceptable in relative than in interrogative clauses.
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(37) Incomplete Subject Constraint
	It is not possible to move any element of a subject noun phrase/clause if
what is left over constitutes an incomplete noun phrase/clause. (Kuno 1973:
380)
Kuno defines incompleteness as follows: “A noun phrase/clause is incomplete if
an obligatory element is missing. Thus, the [NP Prep] pattern is incomplete be
cause the object of the preposition is missing” (Kuno 1973: 380). (37) is intended
to capture the generalization that a preposition can’t be stranded inside a subject
in a sentence like (35b).
The theoretical status of (37) is unclear and it is also empirically inadequate.
As the examples below illustrate, a preposition can be stranded inside an in situ
subject as in (38a), thus violating (37), but not inside an ex situ subject as in (38b):
(38) a.		There are several players whose fitness there remain [doubts about].
b. *There are several players whose fitness [doubts about] remain.
At first sight, it might seem as if the contrast in (38) could be handled in terms of
the linear position of the preposition in relation to the clause. It could be argued
that stranded preposition must not be followed by any clausal material and must
thus effectively occur on the right edge of the clause. However, any such con
straint would be called into question by attested (internet-sourced) examples like
(39), all of which contain a preposition stranded clause-internally and followed
by additional material:
(39) a.	. . . and has already cut her first CD, which I can send [samples of ] to anyone that’s interested.
b.	Who can I talk [to] about my depression?
c.	What do astronauts like to take [pictures of ] from space?
d.	You have the stress of (as yet) unresolved debt payments which you will
need to get [advice on] from debt counsellors.
e.	There is the Access to Learning Fund available on a criteria basis which you
can get [information about] from the University.
Instead, it seems more plausible to take the contrast in (38) to be an effect of the
Freezing Principle (3), whereby a preposition can be stranded inside an in situ
but not an ex situ (i.e. moved) constituent. Pursuing this possibility, let us posit
the following constraint:
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(40) Preposition Stranding Constraint/PSC
	A preposition cannot be stranded inside a moved constituent.
Evidence in support of (40) comes from contrasts such as the following:
(41) a.		Tell me who you’re touching up [a picture of ]?
b. ??Tell me who you’re touching [a picture of ] up?
			 (Kayne 2002: 74)
(42) a.		Who do you think that John wanted [ pictures of ]?
b. ?*Who do you think that [ pictures of ] John wanted?
			 (Stepanov 2007: 102, 41b)
In (41a/42a), the bracketed direct object remains in situ, and the preposition of/
about can be stranded inside it. By contrast, in (41b/42b) the direct object moves
– to a position above the particle up in (41b) and to a position above the subject
John in (42b) – and stranding a preposition inside an ex situ object leads to a
much lower level of acceptability.
In the light of PSC (40), consider the relative acceptability scores (indicated in
parentheses, using a 7-point scale) reported by Jurka (2010) for sentences such as
(43):
(43) a.	Phil wondered about which topic [a documentary] had swayed the voters
last year. (3.29)
b.	Phil wondered which politician [a documentary about] had swayed the
voters. (2.51)
Given the Extraction Condition (31), extraction will take place out of the super
ficial (spec-TP) position of the subject in both examples. This means that both
incur a Freezing violation (since the subject has moved from its initial position
within vP) and also an Inactivity violation (since once it reaches spec-TP the sub
ject has had its case feature valued and is therefore inactive). However, (43b) will
additionally incur a violation of the Preposition Stranding Constraint (40), since
the preposition about has been stranded inside a moved constituent (i.e. inside a
subject which has moved to spec-TP).17
17 A factor which we set aside here is that, as noted by Chaves (2013), P-stranding violations can
be ameliorated by the presence of a parasitic gap, e.g. in (i):
(i) W
 ho did [the rivals of ---] shoot ---?
(Chaves 2013: 7, 8a)
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An interesting side-issue which we note in passing is that although sentences
like (35a) involving extraction of a PP out of a subject in spec-TP are implicitly
treated as fully acceptable in much of the syntactic literature, studies like Jurka’s
show that they are actually given quite low acceptability ratings under experi
mental conditions (e.g. 3.29 on a 7-point scale for 43a). This low score is consistent
with our earlier claim that they incur Freezing and Inactivity violations.

1.3.2 Argument vs. adjunct
Consider (44):
(44) a. ?*Of which dress did [the designer] cause a scandal?
b. *From which fashion house did [the designer] cause a scandal?
In both examples extraction takes place from a specific, inactive, moved DP at the
head of an A-chain. Hence both (44a) and (44b) lead to Specificity, Inactivity and
Freezing violations. If these conditions were absolute then they would wrongly
predict both examples to be equally ill-formed, contrary to fact (see Starke 2001:
34–5 for a similar contrast from French). However, it has long been known that
the semantic properties of the extractee play a role in regulating extraction. The
relevant factors claimed to play a part in determining extractability include theta
roles (Rizzi 1990), case (Manzini 1992), individuation (Frampton 1991; Cresti 1995)
and richness of internal semantic structure (Szabolcsi and Zwarts 1997). For in
stance, Rizzi (1990: 86) observed that only constituents with a “referential” theta-
role (e.g. one like agent, theme, goal referring to a participant in the event
described by the verb) can be extracted out of weak islands. The effect of this
constraint can be illustrated by the following examples involving extraction of an
(underlined) constituent out of a (bracketed) weak wh-island:
(45) a.
b.
c.
d.

*How did he wonder [whether to fix the car]?
??What did he wonder [whether to fix]?
?This is the car which he wondered [whether to fix].
?Which car did he wonder [whether to fix]?

More generally, a structure where a moved constituent is associated with an illicit gap inside an
island is ameliorated if the moved constituent is also associated with a licit gap not inside an
island: see Phillips (2006) for experimental evidence.
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In all four cases an italicised wh-constituent moves across the intervening whword whether, inducing an intervention violation (see also Section 1.3.3). So why
should extraction of how in (45a) lead to much greater degradation than ex
traction of what/which/which car in (45b–d)? The answer is that the adjunct how
in (45a) has no referential theta-role or case and so it is more difficult to extract
than the argumental extractees in (45b–d), which all have a referential (theme)
theta-role and (accusative) case. For present purposes we can formulate the rele
vant constraint as follows:
(46) Argument Condition
	
Extraction out of an island is degraded when the extractee is not an
argument.
In terms of Rizzi’s approach the adjunct/argument asymmetry may ultimately
also follow from intervention effects, since arguments are associated with a refer
ential theta role, a point which may be related to their featural composition and
perhaps to their internal syntax (see section 1.3.3 and Starke 2001 for further dis
cussion). As we see from (45a), the Argument Condition is a relatively strong con
straint, and violating it leads to heavy degradation. This explains why (45b) is
worse than (45a): in (45a) the extracted PP is the complement of the noun de
signer, whereas in (45b) it is an adjunct to designer.

1.3.3 Internal properties of the extractee
In addition to its thematic properties discussed in the preceding section other
semantic properties of the extractee also play a role in determining the level of
degradation of extraction from a subject.18 In this respect, it should be noted that
extraction of which in (45c) and of which car in (45d) leads to lesser degradation
than extraction of what in (45b). This is not unexpected. Pesetsky (1989) has
shown that D-linking plays a major role in ameliorating extraction out of weak
islands; a similar observation is reported inter alia in Chung and McCloskey
(1983); Chomsky (1986); Cinque (1990); Hegarty (1990); Deane (1991); Pollard and
Sag (1994); Comorovski (1996); Starke (2001); Kluender (2004); Ishii (2009);
Jiménez-Fernández (2009); Haegeman and Ürögdi (2010); and Bianchi and Chesi

18 Our discussion here abstracts away from the possibility that the animacy of the extractee may
influence extractability: see Kluender (2004) for discussion.
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(2012). In keeping with the spirit of this work, let us posit that D-linking has the
following effect on extraction:
(47) D-linking Generalisation
	Extraction is ameliorated when the extractee is D-linked.
Since the relative pronoun which and the interrogative DP which car are D-linked
but the interrogative pronouns how and what are not (at least in the default case
– but see Starke 2001), it follows that extracting which/which car in (45c,d) will
result in greater acceptability than extracting how/what in (45a,b). Contrary to
some of the literature cited, note that we do not limit the effect of (47) to extraction
out of islands, since Hofmeister (2007, 2008, 2011), Hofmeister et al. (2007, 2011)
and Hofmeister and Sag (2010) produce experimental evidence that extraction
out of non-islands is also ameliorated by D-linking.
To represent the impact of the semantic properties of the extracted con
stituent such D-linking, referentiality, specificity, etc., Starke (2001) develops a
feature-based version of the Relativised Minimality Condition of Rizzi (1990),
which aims at providing a principled account of the interaction between the se
mantic properties of the extractee and those of the constituent out of which it is
extracted. (See also, among others, Obenauer 1994; Rizzi 2004; Friedmann et al.
2009; Haegeman 2012).
In Starke’s approach, also endorsed in Rizzi (2004), Endo (2007), Haegeman
(2012) etc. intervention is determined by the featural make-up of the constituents,
and features are organised in feature classes. The movement of a constituent
carrying a feature that belongs to one feature class will be blocked by any c-
commanding constituent carrying a feature belonging to the same class. Follow
ing Starke (2001: 5) and Rizzi (2004) let us take negation, quantification19, whness, and focalisation to belong to the relevant feature set, which we designate
here as i-features. Thus, for instance, given that the focus feature and the wh-
feature belong to the same class, a wh-constituent will block the movement of a
focussed constituent. On the other hand, a constituent carrying an i-feature and
which also carries a feature belonging to a different class is featurally “richer”. As
a result of being featurally richer, it will continue to block the movement of a
constituent which only carries an i-feature and moreover, being featurally richer,

19 For Starke, quantificational adverbs like why/when/how/whether/often are intervention-
sensitive, but “most items traditionally referred to as quantifiers (every, some, most, two, etc.) . . .
appear to fall outside” the Intervention Constraint (2001: 6). See Rizzi (2004, 2012) and Baunaz
(2011) for a precise implementation in the French DP.
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it will itself be able to overcome the intervention caused by a constituent which
merely carries an i feature.
(48) Intervention Condition
a.	A constituent carrying one or more i-features cannot cross (or be ex
tracted out of) a constituent carrying one or more i-features.
b.	A constituent carrying one or more i-features combined with one or more
features from a distinct class can overcome the intervention effect created
by an intervener which only carries i features.
In Starke’s approach, the D-linking Generalization (47) reduces partly to the
effect of clause (b) of the Intervention Condition (48). The relevant examples il
lustrating D-linking were given in (45) and are repeated here:
(45) a.
b.
c.
d.

*How did he wonder [whether to fix the car]?
??What did he wonder [whether to fix]?
?This is the car which he wondered [whether to fix].
?Which car did he wonder [whether to fix]?

In all four examples in (45), a wh-constituent has to cross whether, which carries
the wh-feature. The fronted constituents, how, what, which and which car also
carry the wh-feature and hence an intervention effect will arise. However, as
shown by (45c) and (45d), relative which and the D-linked which car can overcome
the intervention created by whether because, in addition carrying the wh feature,
they are D-linked, which, following Haegeman (2012) we represent by the feature
[δ]. By hypothesis, [δ] does not belong to the set of i features. Being featurally
enriched, which in (45c) and which car in (45d) can overcome the blocking effect
created by whether.
The feature based account of intervention can also capture the specificity
effect on extraction. To see how the intervention account of specificity works,
consider (49):
(49) a. ?*Who did you want to buy [a certain picture of ]?
			 (Starke 2001: 26; 65b)
b. ?*Who did you want to buy [the picture of ]?
			 (Starke 2001: 26; 64b)
If the specificity of a DP is the result of DP-internal operator movement,
as suggested in (34) above, then, by virtue of this derivation, specific DPs are as
sociated with an operator feature, by hypothesis an i-feature (See Haegeman and
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Ürögdi 2010a, 2010b). In the above examples, the extractee who carries a wh-
feature (i.e. an i-feature) but it does not carry a feature [δ]. The specific DPs intro
duced by a certain, the and my carry an i feature. The extractee is thus trapped
inside the specific DP.20
The examples in (45) and (49) illustrate the role of specificity for extraction
out of complements. The same factors constrain extraction out of subjects, as the
following contrasts illustrate:
(50) a. ??Who were [intimate pictures of ] published in The Sun?
b. ?Which famous royal personage were [intimate pictures of ] published in
The Sun?
c. *Who was [a certain picture of ] published in The Sun?
d. ?*Which famous royal personage was [a certain picture of ] published in
The Sun?
Recall that given the Extraction Constraint (31), we assume that extraction must
take place from the superficial position of the subject in spec-TP. For by now fa
miliar reasons, all four examples in (50) involve violation of the Freezing Princi
ple (3), the Inactivity Condition (11), and the Preposition Stranding Constraint
(40). This leads to moderate degradation as shown in (50a). (50b), in which the
extractee is D-linked, is improved: by virtue of its δ-feature which famous royal
personage can extract from the subject.21 Replacing the subject DP by a specific
DP leads to a further degradation: in (50c) and (50d) the subject nominal is itself
derived by operator movement, thus it carries an i-feature. In addition to violat
ing the Freezing Principle (3), the Inactivity Condition (11), and the Preposition
Stranding Constraint (40), (50c) also violates the Intervention Condition: the
extracted nominal who carries a wh-feature, i.e. an i-feature, and the subject DP
from which it extracts also carries an i-feature. (50d) is improved: the extracted
wh-constituent carries both a wh-feature, i.e. an i-feature, as well as a [δ] feature,
and thus can overcome the i feature associated with the subject.

20 The intervention account needs to be worked out in full. For instance, the relation between
what we have called “specificity” and what we call “D-linking” needs to be clarified. We refer to
Starke (2001) and to Baunaz (2011).
21 If the effect of D-linking is to be fully reduced to featural intervention then the assumption
has to be that the subject DPs in (50a) and (50b) also carry an i-feature. On that assumption, in
(50b) the extractee is featurally richer than the extraction domain and carries a feature that is not
drawn from the same feature class.
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The examples in (50) illustrate two important points: (i) D˗linking of an ex
tractee can ameliorate weak constraint violations; and (ii) constraint violations
are cumulative, in that the more constraints that are violated, the greater the un
acceptability of the resulting sentence.

1.4 Variability
One important additional observation which needs to be made at the conclusion
of our discussion of English in this section is that the judgments reported in the
literature and the judgments obtained from informants are far from uniform, with
different speakers assigning differing degrees of degradation to the same types of
structure. This point is also underlined by Starke (2001: 60), who observes that
“speakers report contradictory judgments” about extraction. In Section 2, we will
see that similar judgment variability is found in Spanish, and in Section 3 we will
offer a principled account of this variability.

2 E
 xtraction out of subjects in Spanish
The discussion of the English data in section 1 led to the conclusion that mul
tiple factors determine the possibility of extraction from the subject in lan
guages like English, specifically (i) internal and external properties of the sub
ject DP such as its specificity on the one hand and its position in the clause on
the other, (ii) internal and external properties of the extractee, and (iii) inter
vention effects constraining the interaction between subject and extractee.
Cumulative constraint violation leads to an increasingly degraded outcome, but
D-linking the extractee can lead to amelioration of certain types of constraint
violation.
One point that we have largely set aside so far concerns cross-linguistic vari
ation in extraction from subjects. According to Starke (2001), languages are clas
sified into the two types below:
Type I: French/Italian:
	both pre- and postverbal subjects permit extraction.
Type II: Czech/Slovak:
	postverbal subjects permit extraction but preverbal subjects do not.
(51) illustrates Italian. Extraction out of a DP subject is possible irrespective of the
syntactic position occupied by the DP subject:
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(51) a. Di che
autore credi
che hanno
causato tanta
		 of which author believe-2sg that have-3pl caused such
		
polemica
[molti libri]?
		 controversy many books
b. Di che
autore credi
che [molti libri] hanno
causato
		 of which author believe-2sg that 		 many books have-3pl caused
		
tanta polemica?
		 such controversy
		‘By which author do you believe that many books have caused a lot of
controversy?’
		 (Jiménez-Fernández 2009: 130, 61)
By contrast, in Czech and Slovak, extraction from postverbal subjects as in (52a)
yields acceptable results, whereas extraction from preverbal subjects as in (52b)
is systematically banned:
(52) a.		Kolik
myslis
ze prislo [dopisu]?
			 how-many think-2sg that came letters
b. *Kolik
myslis
ze
[dopisu] prislo?
			 how-many think-2sg that letters
came
			 ‘How many letters do you think came?’
			 (Starke 2001: 56)
Starke also claims that Spanish is a type II language. In this section we will ex
amine this claim. We will investigate to what extent the different conditions con
straining the transparency of subjects with respect to extraction observed for
English extend to Spanish. Our conclusion will be that, as was the case for
English, both the external syntax and the internal syntax of DP subjects, as well
as the properties of the extractee and locality constraints on movement influence
extraction possibilities. As in English, we will see that the constraints identified
are not specific to subjects, but apply equally to other constituents. The picture
that will emerge is that a simple typology such as that proposed by Starke must be
refined to reflect the various conditions that impact on extractability from the
subject.

2.1 Preposition stranding
One issue which needs to be clarified from the outset of the discussion is the fact
that Spanish has a categorical ban on preposition stranding. As we see from the
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examples below, it differs from English in banning prepositions from being
stranded anywhere, even inside an in situ complement PP as in (53b), and re
quires pied-piping of the preposition instead, as in (53a):
(53) a. ¿Con quién hablaba
Juan?
			 with whom was.speaking-3sg Juan?
			 ‘With whom was Juan speaking?’
b. *¿Quién hablaba
Juan con?
			 whom was.speaking-3sg Juan with?
			 ‘Who was Juan speaking with?’
The key difference between Spanish and English appears to be that Spanish bans
a preposition from being stranded in any position, whereas English bans a prep
osition from being stranded inside a moved constituent. This suggests that the
Preposition Stranding Constraint may be parameterised in the manner specified
informally below, where the % diacritic means that the parenthesized condition
holds in some languages (e.g. English), but not in others (e.g. Spanish).
(54) Preposition Stranding Condition/PSC (revised; final formulation)
	No preposition can be stranded (% inside a moved constituent).
A further parametric difference is that PSC appears to be a much stronger con
straint in Spanish than in English.22 Thus, Chaves (2013: 13) maintains that the
PSC violation that arises from stranding a preposition inside a moved subject in
spec-TP in sentences such as (55) can be alleviated with the prosodic phrasing
marked by the square brackets, because this cues where the extraction occurs:
(55) a.	[Which doctors] [have patients of ] [ filed malpractice suits in the last year]?
b.	[Which problem] [will a solution to] [never be found]?
By contrast, PSC violations in Spanish lead to irreparable ungrammaticality
(i.e. ungrammaticality which cannot be alleviated e.g. by prosodic phrasing or
D-linking).
The global ban on preposition stranding in Spanish means that a preposi
tional complement can only be extracted out of a subject in Spanish if the prepo
sition is pied-piped along with its complement, not if the preposition is stranded.

22 Ideally we would like to relate this parameterization to other properties of the languages, but
this must await future research.
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We illustrate this in (56), where extraction takes place from a postverbal subject
which, as we will see presently, is more accessible to extraction than a preverbal
subject. As illustrated in (56a), a prepositional complement cannot be extracted
on its own from within a subject DP, even if the subject is postverbal. Instead, the
whole PP has to be extracted, as in (56b):
(56) a. *¿Qué
príncipe fueron
publicadas [varias fotos
			 which prince were-3pl published
several photos
			comprometedoras de]?
			compromising
of?
			‘Which prince were several compromising photos of published?’
b. ¿De qué príncipe fueron
publicadas [varias fotos
			 of which prince were-3pl published
several photos
			comprometedoras]?
			compromising
			‘Of which prince were several compromising photos published?’
We will take this property of Spanish for granted in subsequent discussion, so
that all examples involving extraction of a prepositional object out of a subject
will illustrate fronting of the containing PP.

2.2 External syntax
2.2.1 Preverbal subjects vs. postverbal subjects
Based on (57), taken from Martí (1999)23, Starke concludes (2001: 57) that Spanish
is a type II language; preverbal subjects like that bracketed in (57a) are opaque
for extraction, whereas postverbal subjects like that bracketed in (57b) are
transparent.
23 We note, however, that (contrary to Martí’s judgments) most of our informants did not con
sider (57a) markedly worse than (57b), so it would seem that for more liberal speakers, the con
straint against extraction from a (non-specific) preverbal subject in Spanish is a mild one. We
will attempt to account for inter-speaker judgment variability in section 3. It may be that the whphrase is D-linked in (57), ameliorating extraction. The interrogative quantifier qué in Spanish
corresponds to either ‘what’ or ‘which’ in English, with the discourse setting determining wheth
er it is D-linked. Spanish also has the interrogative quantifier cuál, which is unambiguously
D-linked and so always corresponds to English ‘which’, but is used much less frequently than
qué. We will assume that in the examples (57) qué is D-linked and hence corresponds to English
which.
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(57) a. ??*¿De qué
autor
crees
que [varios libros] han
			
of which author believe-2sg that several books have-3pl
		 recibido premios internacionales?
			
received awards international-pl
b.		 ?¿De qué
autor crees
que han
recibido premios
				 of which author believe-2sg that have-3pl received awards
				 internacionales [varios
libros]?
				 international
various books
				‘By which author do you think several books have received several
international awards?’
				 (Starke 2001: 57, ex. 135 a–b)
Adopting Uribe-Etxebarria’s (1992) claim that Spanish subjects are generated in
spec-vP and are subsequently moved to spec-TP, Martí (1999) holds, after Taka
hashi (1994), that extraction from a subject DP in spec-TP in a sentence like (57a)
violates the Subject Condition (2), which is taken to be a consequence of the
Freezing Principle (3) discussed earlier. By contrast, she assumes that postverbal
subjects like that bracketed in (57b) remain in spec-vP, which is not a freezing
position, and hence in situ subjects allow extraction. Martí (1999) concludes that
extraction is allowed only if the subject remains in situ in spec-vP. As should be
obvious, her account is consistent with the conclusion we drew in section 1.1.4
that extraction always takes place from the superficial position of a subject, in
consequence of the Extraction Constraint (31). If in situ goal subjects occupy a
position below the phase edge (as we suggested in section 1.1.2), there will be no
violation of the Edge Condition (8). Observe, though, that Martí judges (57b) to be
slightly marginal, which is unexpected on her account.

2.2.2 Phases and phase sliding
Adopting the Minimalist framework in general and Phase theory in particular,
Gallego and Uriagereka (2007) posit that extraction from a constituent on a phase
edge is barred by the Edge Condition (8). More specifically, phases are uniform
cross-linguistically, and CP and v*P (i.e. a vP with an external argument) are
phases. Thus constituents on the edge of CP and v*P disallow extraction. How
ever, in Gallego and Uriagereka’s approach, phasehood is not immutable: a phase
may lose its status as a phase and as a consequence its edge will allow extraction.
When v*P loses its phasehood, extraction from the edge of v*P becomes licit. In
Spanish, v-to-T movement results in Phase Sliding, by which TP inherits phase
hood from v* (See den Dikken 2006, 2007 for a similar notion of Phase Extension).
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As a result of Phase Sliding, v*P is no longer phasal and TP becomes the phase.
Consequently, the Edge Condition (8) will bar extraction from a preverbal subject
on the edge of TP, but it will no longer bar extraction from a postverbal subject on
the edge of vP.
Accordingly, based on Spanish data originally from Uriagereka (1988), ex
traction is banned in (58b) because the subject is in spec-TP, whereas it is per
mitted in (58a) because the subject is in situ in the specifier position of a vP which
has lost phasehood as a result of the verb impresionar raising to some functional
head position above vP. If TP is a phase in Spanish, the Edge Condition (8) cor
rectly bars extraction out of the preverbal bracketed subject DP in (58b), since the
subject is a specifier on the edge of a TP phase.24
(58) a. ¿De qué
conferenciantes i te
parece
que mez
			 of which speakers
cl-2sg appear-3sg that cl-1sg
			van a impresionarv [v*P [DP las propuestas ti ] tz tv ]?
			go-3pl to impress
the proposals
b. *¿De qué
conferenciantesi te
parece
que [DP las
			 of which speakers
cl-2sg appear-3sg that the
			propuestas ti ]j mez
van a impresionarv [v*P tj tz tv ]?
			 proposals
cl-1sg go-3pl to impress
			‘Which speakers does it appear to you that the proposals by will
impress me?’
However, Jiménez-Fernández (2009, 2012) has argued at length against Ga
llego and Uriagereka’s analysis. One of the main empirical shortcomings of their
analysis is that their claim that the Spanish TP is a phase and that vP is not
wrongly predicts that, at least for transitive verbs, extraction will be permitted
from postverbal but not from preverbal subjects. The data in (58) are in line with
this prediction but the data are far from uniform. In particular, where the subject
is non-specific, extraction is permitted from both pre- and post-verbal subjects, as
shown in (59):

24 As will be apparent, the grammaticality judgments given by Uriagereka differ from those of
Martí. For Martí, extraction from a subject always induces some sort of degradation, whereas for
Uriagereka degradation arises only when the subject is preverbal, hence in spec-TP. A confound
ing factor is that extraction takes place out of a “specific” subject in (58), incurring an additional
(specificity) violation – and this may well be why most of our informants found both examples in
(58) degraded. Such divergences in judgments raise the general problem of dealing with inter-
speaker variability in judgments. We return to this issue in Section 3.
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(59) a. ¿De qué
cantante te
parece
que me
van a
			 of what singer
cl-2sg appear-3sg that cl-1sg go-3pl to
			escandalizar [varias fotos]?
			 shock
several photos
b. ?¿De qué
cantante te
parece
que [varias fotos]
			 of what singer
cl-2sg appear-3sg that several photos
			me
van a escandalizar?
			cl-1sg go-3pl to shock
			‘Of which singer does it appear to you that several photos will shock
me?’
If TP were a phase, extraction out of the preverbal subject in spec-TP in (59b)
should be categorically barred by the Edge Condition (8). However, as shown
by the contrast between (58b) and (59b), extraction out of a subject in spec-TP
is not uniformly bad. In both examples the extraction targets the subject in
spec-TP: (58b) is ungrammatical, but (59b) is much better. The difference between
the two examples is that in (58b) the subject las propuestas de qué conferen
ciantes is specific, whereas that in (59b), varias fotos de qué cantante is not.
The specificity of a constituent makes extraction from it harder. The degradation
detected in (59b) is due to violation of the Freezing Condition (incurred by ex
tracting PP out of a moved subject) and of the Inactivity Condition (incurred by
extracting PP out of a subject which is inactive by virtue of having had its case
feature valued).
A further problem posed by Gallego and Uriagereka’s analysis is that it
would seem to make incorrect predictions about extraction out of subjects of
mono-argumental clauses with unaccusative, passive and raising predicates.
If (as widely assumed), vP is not a phase in such clauses25, it follows that even
in the context of v-to-T movement, there will be no phase sliding and TP can
not inherit phasehood from vP. If so, the prediction is that extraction should
freely be permitted out of either preverbal or postverbal subjects in intransi
tive clauses. However, this prediction is not borne out by the following (passive)
examples:
(60) a. ?¿De qué
coches parece
			 of which cars seem-3sg
			[los conductores]?
				 the drivers

que fueron
that were-3pl

arrestados
arrested

25 However, see Legate (2003) for a contrary view.
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b. ??¿De qué
coches parece
que [los conductores] fueron
			 of which cars seem-3sg that the drivers
were-3pl
			arrestados?
			arrested
			‘Of which cars does it seem that the drivers were arrested?’
In these two sentences the subject of the passive predicate arrestados ‘arrested’
originates as complement of VP. In (60a) the subject remains in situ and ex
traction of the PP takes place from this position; since a passive vP is not a phase,
there is no phase-based violation and yet the sentence is degraded. In (60b) ex
traction takes place from spec-TP, which in this case would not become a phasal
edge through phase sliding, predicting full acceptability. However, example (60b)
is even more degraded than (60a). In other words, regardless of the absence of
phase sliding, extraction from spec-TP may yield a degraded outcome, which in
dicates that one or more other constraints have been violated. (In our terms, (60a)
and (60b) both violate the Specificity Condition, and (60b) also violates the Inac
tivity and Freezing conditions.)
A final problem for Gallego and Uriagereka’s analysis is that their proposal is
dependent on the viability of the Edge Condition. The descriptive adequacy of the
Edge Condition for languages like Spanish and Italian has been called into ques
tion on the basis of examples like (61), where one wh-phrase seems to have been
extracted from within another wh-phrase located on the edge of a CP phase, in
violation of the Edge Condition.26 Chomsky (1986: 26, 49b) provides Spanish (61a)
attributed to Esther Torrego, and Rizzi (2006: 114) gives Italian (61b):
(61) a. ¿De qué
autora
no sabes
[qué traducciones] han
			 of what author-f not know-2sg what translations
have-3pl
			
ganado premios internacionales?
			won
awards international-pl
			‘By which author don’t you know what translations have won inter
national awards?’
b.		Di quale autore ti
domandi
[quanti
libri] siano
			 of which author cl-2sg wonder-2sg how.many books are-3pl
			
stati censurati?
			 been censored
			‘By which author do you wonder how many books have been censored?’

26 For further discussion of similar structures, see Rochemont and Culicover (1990), Lasnik and
Saito (1992), and Maeda (2010).
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However, it is not clear that such examples are legitimate counterexamples. Ob
serve that the wh-constituent at stake here is a subject. One option would be
to assume that in both examples the wh-subject is in fact not moved to the left
periphery at all, but remains in its clausal subject position (cf. Agbayani 2000,
Chomsky 2013). On this assumption, extraction would not be from the edge of CP
but from a subject in spec-TP.27 Another strategy, pursued in Gallego (2007: 340),
is to argue that in sentences like (61) ‘the alleged sub-extracted PP is actually base
generated outside the embedded wh-phrase, as a PP dependent of the matrix
verb: an aboutness phrase’. This hypothesis is argued for at length by Gallego
(2007: 335–354) and additional support is provided by Boeckx (2012: 131–132). So,
on this account too, sentences like (61) do not undermine the Edge Condition. We
will therefore not pursue these data here.
Gallego (2011) goes back on the earlier analysis of Gallego and Uriagereka
(2006, 2007); to account for the contrast in (58), he draws a distinction between
freezing and non-freezing positions, and follows a well-established tradition (Or
mazábal et al. 1994; Takahashi 1994; Boeckx 2003; Rizzi 2006; Stepanov 2007;
Chomsky 2008) in claiming that spec-TP is a freezing position, but spec-vP is not.
For him extraction from the postverbal subject in (58a) is licit in Spanish because
the subject remains in spec-vP, a non-freezing position. Conversely, if the subject
moves to spec-TP extraction is banned, as in (58b), because spec-TP is a freezing
position. However, Gallego’s analysis faces the empirical problem that it wrongly
predicts that sentences like (58b) are categorically ungrammatical in Spanish,
whereas in fact the pattern is more complex: such extractions are mildly de
graded out of a non-specific subject as in (59b) but they become more severely
degraded when extraction is out of a “specific” subject as in (58b).
From the data discussed above it emerges that, as was the case for English,
in Spanish extraction from a subject DP gives rise to varying degrees of accept
ability. This is due to the interplay of different conditions. Extraction from a pre
verbal subject in spec-TP will systematically yield a violation of the Freezing Prin
ciple (3) and the Inactivity Condition (11), and will lead to additional degradation
if the subject is specific, since there will be concomitant violation of the Specific
ity Condition (33). By contrast, extraction from a postverbal subject in a sentence
like (59a) is relatively acceptable. Under our analysis, this is because there is
no violation of the Freezing Condition (because the subject remains in situ), nor
of the Specificity Condition (because the subject is non-specific) nor of the Edge
Condition (if non˗agentive subjects originate in a position below the phase edge),

27 Though according to Gallego and Uriagereka (2006) Phase sliding would in fact mean that TP
is the phase here.
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nor of the Inactivity Condition (if C extracts PP out of the subject before T values
the case feature on the subject). However, the situation with extraction out of
postverbal subjects in Spanish is made more complex by the fact that the subject
can occupy two distinct postverbal positions, as we will see in the next section.

2.2.3 A′-positions vs. A-positions: postverbal subject position in Spanish
In this section we turn to a contrast that has so far not been taken into account in
determining the extent to which a constituent allows extraction. With respect to
the discussion of English data we have mainly been looking at preverbal subjects
in spec-TP and ECM subjects in spec-VP, since these are the default positions for
nominative and accusative subjects in that language, postverbal subjects being
restricted to occurring in a small number of constructions (e.g. unaccusative/
passive expletive clauses).
However, as already shown, Spanish subjects may be postverbal and this is
not a marked pattern. Moreover, postverbal subjects may either precede or follow
the object, resulting in VSO and VOS orders respectively. Rather than assuming
that a postverbal subject is invariably on the edge of the v*P phase (Ordóñez 1998,
Zubizarreta 1998, Ortega-Santos 2006, Jiménez-Fernández and İşsever 2012), we
follow Belletti (2001, 2004) and posit that, in addition to remaining in their base
position, postverbal subjects in pro-drop languages like Spanish can also occupy
the specifier position of a Focus Phrase in the low vP-periphery. Specifically, we
propose that the two word orders VSO and VOS arise in Spanish by two different
mechanisms. VSO is the result of moving V to a higher functional head (Suñer
1992) and leaving the subject in its base position (spec-vP). By contrast, VOS
comes about when V moves to a higher functional head and the subject itself is
displaced to the specifier of a Focus head in the low periphery (between TP and
vP); subsequently, departing slightly from Belletti (2004) and following Zubi
zarreta (1998) and Vicente (2009), we assume that O/IO moves to an A position.
For concreteness, we take this to be the specifier of a direct/indirect Object Agree
ment Phrase (AgrOP/AgrIOP) below TP but above FocP, so accounting for why O
precedes S.28

28 Belletti (2004) proposes remnant VP movement to this low spec-TopP in Italian. She uses
binding effects as evidence in favour of her analysis:
(i) a.		Chi
ha
salutato Gianni?
			 who have-3sg greeted Gianni
			 ‘Who greeted Gianni?’
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Evidence that in VSO patterns the subject remains in situ comes from quanti
fier binding. As noted by Ordóñez (1998), a sentence-final quantified indirect ob
ject cannot bind a pronominal possessor inside a postverbal subject in the VSO
structure in (62a), but when the subject occupies final position as in (62b), the
bound reading is licensed: in (62a) su amigo ‘his friend’ cannot be bound by the
quantifier cada ‘each’ in the direct object that follows it; by contrast, in (62b),
where the indirect object precedes, this binding is licit.
(62) a. *Este libro se
lo regaló
sui amigo [a cada niño]i.
			 this book him it gave-3sg his friend to each boy
			‘This book, his friend gave to each boy.’
			 (Ordóñez 1998: 318, 9c)
b.		Este libro se
lo regaló
[a cada niño]i sui amigo.
			 this book him it gave-3sg to each boy his friend
			‘This book, his friend gave to each boy.’
			 (Ordóñez 1998: 319, 10c)
b. *Hanno [salutato Giannii ] i
proprii genitori.
			have-3pl greeted Gianni
the his.own parents
			 ‘His own parents have greeted Gianni.’
			 (Belletti’s examples (46))
The object Gianni in (ib) does not c-command the subject, and thus the anaphoric subject i propri
genitori ‘their own parents’ is unbound thereby violating Principle A.
With respect to binding and postverbal subjects, Spanish patterns differently. In (ii)
postverbal a Juan can bind the anaphoric sus propios padres (‘his parents’):
(ii) Han saludado a Juani sus propiosi
have greeted
to Juan his own
‘His parents have greeted Juan.’

padres.
parents

If Belletti’s remnant VP movement were extrapolated to Spanish, we would expect sentence (ii)
to induce a Principle A violation, contrary to fact. If, on the other hand, it is just the object that
moves to a low spec-TopP in Spanish, sentence (ii) is predicted to be ill-formed since it occupies
an A′-position and hence the subject cannot be bound. We can account for the binding effects in
(ii) by assuming that the object moves to the specifier of an A-position, here termed AgrOP
because this label is familiar from earlier work. Thus, the object c-commands and so can bind the
subject. The idea that direct objects move to spec-AgrOP dates back to Franco (1993, 1994), who
maintains that in structures where a direct or indirect object is doubled by a clitic, the clitic is an
agreement marker occupying the head of the agreement projection, and the object raises to specAgrP. On clitic doubling, see Suñer (1988, 1992), Lyons (1990), García-Miguel (1991), Roca (1992),
Torrego (1994), Sportiche (1995), Franco and Mejías-Bikandi (1997, 1999), Parodi (1998), Bleam
(1999), Estigarribia (2006), Franco and Huidobro (2006), Belloro (2007), Preminger (2009),
Gabriel and Rinke (2010), Ormazábal and Romero (2010), Aranovich (2011). Note incidentally
that moving the object to a higher functional phrase is within the spirit of work by Ordóñez
(1998) and Ortega-Santos (2006).
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Assuming with Belletti that binding can be established at any stage of the deriva
tion, the grammaticality of (62b) with the order VOS can be accounted for by sup
posing that the subject su amigo ‘his friend’ moves to spec-FocP, and that the
Indirect Object a cada niño ‘to each boy’ moves to the specifier position of an
AgrIO projection above FocP. This means that the Indirect Object ends up in an
A-position from where it c-commands (and can bind) the pronoun su contained
within the subject on the edge of a vP-peripheral FocP projection. Support for the
claim that the indirect object occupies an A position in (62b) comes from the fact
that movement across the subject su amigo does not lead to a Weak Crossover
violation (see also Vicente 2009: 174–176) for recent discussion.
In contrast, in (62a), with the order VSO, both subject and indirect object re
main in situ within vP throughout the derivation, with the result that at no stage
does the indirect object c-command (or bind) the subject.
Belletti (2004) provides further evidence that postverbal subjects occupy
spec-FocP in VOS structures from the observation that postverbal subjects follow
adverbs (if present) that are low on the Cinque (1999) hierarchy. The same pattern
holds in Spanish, as shown by examples such as (63), where the low adverb is
bold-printed.
(63) a. ¿De qué
pintor causaron
literalmente un gran
			 of which painter caused-3pl literally
a
big
			escándalo [varios dibujos]?
			 scandal
several paintings
b. *¿De qué
pintor causaron
un gran escándalo [varios
			 of which painter caused-3pl a
big
scandal
several
			dibujos]
literalmente?
			 paintings literally
			‘Of which painter did several paintings literally cause a big scandal?’
The conclusion we draw from sentences such as (62) and (63) is that Spanish VOS
subjects occupy an A-bar position in spec-FocP, whereas VSO subjects remain in
situ in spec-vP.
The analysis of Spanish word order outlined above has interesting implica
tions for extraction out of subjects. Extraction out of an agentive subject in VSO
structures violates the Edge Condition because agent subjects are positioned on
the edge of a vP phase; however, it does not violate the Inactivity Condition if
C extracts PP from the subject before T case-marks (and thereby inactivates) the
subject; nor does it violate the Freezing Principle, since the subject remains in
situ. But if Spanish postverbal subjects in VOS structures move to the specifier
position within a Focus Phrase position in the low periphery, such postverbal
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subjects occupy an A-bar position, and so extraction from them does not yield a
violation of the Edge Condition (because they are not on the edge of a phase) nor
of the Inactivity Condition (because they are not in an A-position); since the sub
ject has moved to spec-FocP from its base position within vP, it does lead to a
violation of the Freezing Principle. However, if (as in Greek, according to Spyro
poulos and Stamatogiannis 2011) the Freezing Principle is weak in Spanish, we
should expect any such freezing violation to be almost imperceptible.29 By con
trast, extraction out of a subject in spec-TP will produce a doubly degraded out
come, since it violates not only the (weak) Freezing Principle (by extracting out of
a moved subject) but also the Inactivity Condition (because a subject in spec-TP is
inactive and hence opaque for extraction by virtue of having had its case feature
valued as nominative).

2.3 The internal syntax of the subject: specificity
Gallego and Uriagereka’s (2007) and Gallego’s (2011) proposals discussed in sec
tion 2.2 are based on the assumption that a preverbal subject in spec-TP is invari
ably opaque in Spanish, since extraction from a subject in spec-TP will give rise to
violation of the Freezing Principle as well as the more specific Inactivity Condi

29 Spanish behaves differently from Italian in respect of extraction out of postverbal subjects.
According to Belletti (2004: 21), extraction from a postverbal subject DP is barred in Italian. The
reason she gives is that postverbal subjects move to spec-FocP, and that extraction out of a sub
ject in a non-argument position leads to a violation of CED:
(i) ??Il giornale di cui
ha
telefonato [il direttore]
		 the newspaper of which have-3sg phoned
the director
		‘The newspaper whose director phoned the president’

al
to.the

presidente
president

However, Bianchi and Chesi (2012) provide examples of relative clauses where extraction takes
place out of a postverbal subject:
(ii) il
personaggio di cui
mi ha
scandalizzato
The personality of whom me have-3sg scandalized
	‘the personality who an interview with scandalized me’
	(Bianchi and Chesi 2012: 4, ex. 6c)

[un’intervista]
an.interview

In our terms, the picture is different since we assume that in the VSO pattern the subject remains
in the vP. Given that the subject is followed by the indirect object in (i) we depart from Belletti’s
analysis and will assume that this is indeed the case in (i). Hence the degradation in (i) is
attributable to the Edge Constraint, since extraction in (i) is out of an AGENT subject on the
edge of a vP phase. Pursuing this derivation, in (ii) extraction can be taken to be launched from
the CAUSE argument which occupies a lower position within vP (e.g. as the specifier of an
ApplicativeP under the analysis in Schäfer 2012).
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tion. However, this leads to the expectation that all extraction from preverbal
subjects leads to ungrammaticality, and fails to account for why (59b), repeated
below as (64a), is less degraded than (58b/64b). Gallego and Uriagereka’s (2007)
analysis accounts for both sentences being degraded (because subjects in specTP are opaque domains for extraction), but it does not explain why (64b) is more
degraded than (64a).
(64) a. ?¿De qué
cantante te
parece
que [varias fotos]
			 of what singer
cl-2sg appear-3sg that several photos
			me van a
escandalizar?
			cl-1sg go-3pl to shock
			‘Of which singer does it appear to you that several photos will shock
me?’
b. *¿De qué
conferenciantes i te
parece
que [DP las
			 of which speakers
cl-2sg appear-3sg that the
			propuestas ti ]j mez
van a impresionarv [v*P tj tz tv ]?
			 proposals
cl-1sg go-3pl to impress
			‘Which speakers does it appear to you that the proposals by will im
press me?’
As argued by Jiménez-Fernández (2009), the contrast between (64a) and (64b)
suggests that whether subjects permit extraction or not in Spanish also depends
on whether the subject is specific/referential as in (64b), or non-specific/non-
referential as in (64a). So it turns out that, as was seen to be the case in English
(Section 1.2.2), not only the external syntax of the subject DP, i.e. whether it is
located in spec-TP or in a lower position (say spec-vP or spec-FocP), but also its
internal make-up plays a role. In particular, when they occupy the same position,
indefinite and non-specific DP subjects will allow extraction more easily than
specific DP subjects.

2.4 Cumulative constraint violation
In order to capture the variation in extractability observed for Spanish, we con
tinue to explore the hypothesis adopted in section 1 that there is a cumulative
effect in the way that constraints operate and determine extractability. The cumu
lative nature of constraint violations has precursors in the literature. For example,
Ross (1987: 310) posited that “losses in viability are cumulative, and it is only
when there have been enough of them for a certain threshold value to be ex
ceeded will the speakers of the language perceive that the sentence is less than
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perfect” (see also Fodor 1983: 190 for a similar view). The idea was formalised in
subsequent research by Keller (2000) arguing that the acceptability of a structure
is determined by the weighted sum of the constraint violations it incurs (See Jäger
and Rosenbach 2006, and Adli 2011 and section 4.3 for further discussion). We
shall adopt this idea here, although we will not attempt to attach precise numer
ical weightings to constraints: instead, we will simplify what is in reality a more
complex situation by assuming a binary strong/weak contrast. Our hypothesis is
that each violation of a weak constraint leads to degradation and the more weak
constraints that are violated, the more degraded the resulting structure is (unless
the degradation is attenuated in some way – e.g. by D-linking the extracted con
stituent). We will expand on the cumulative effect of extraction constraints in
Section 3.

2.5 A thematic effect
In our discussion in Section 1.1.2, we noted that experimental research by Jurka
(2010) had shown that extraction out of an in situ transitive agent subject in was
. . . für ‘what . . . for’ structures in German resulted in a much lower acceptability
score of 3.55 than the score of 6.14 for extraction out of an in situ object in compVP. We noted that the degradation resulting from extracting out of an in situ
agent subject could be attributed to violation of the Edge Condition (8). Con
trasts like that in (65) suggest that a similar constraint holds for Spanish:
(65) a. ?*¿De qué
electrodoméstico parece
que causó
[el
			 of which appliance
appear-3sg that caused-3sg the
		 inventor] tanta conmoción?
			 inventor such commotion
			‘Of which electrical appliance does it seem that the inventor caused
such a stir?’
b. ??¿De qué
electrodoméstico parece
que causó
[el
			 of which appliance
appear-3sg that caused-3sg the
		 invento]
tanta conmoción?
			 invention such commotion
			‘Of which electrical appliance does it seem that the invention caused
such a stir?’
In a VSO structure like (65a), the subject is in situ within vP. Under the analysis of
Schäfer (2012) outlined in section 1.1.2, agent arguments like that bracketed in
(65a) originate on the edge of a vP phase (in spec-VoiceP), whereas cause argu
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ments serve as the specifier of a lower ApplicativeP projection. Consequently, ex
traction from the in situ agent subject in (65a) leads to a violation of the Edge
Constraint, but extraction from the in situ cause subject in (65b) does not. How
ever, since the subject is specific in both cases, extraction also induces a Specific
ity violation, so accounting for why even (65b) is degraded.

2.6 Properties of the extractee affecting extraction
2.6.1 Adjunct/argument asymmetries
As discussed in section 1, the properties of the extractee also play a role in deter
mining the possibility of extraction. In the present section we briefly review to
what extent the properties uncovered for English are relevant for Spanish.
One factor which was shown to influence the possibility of extracting from
subject DPs is whether the extractee itself is an argument or adjunct (see Section
1.3.2). As the contrast below illustrates, Spanish also shows this argument/
adjunct asymmetry:
(66) a. ¿De qué
político
crees
que han
causado tanta
			 of which politician think-2sg that have-3pl caused
such
			conmoción [algunas propuestas]?
			 commotion some
proposals?
			‘By which politician do you think that some proposals have caused a
stir?’
b. *¿Con cuántos
rotos crees
que han
causado tanta
			 with how.many holes think-2sg that have-3pl caused
such
			conmoción [unos vaqueros]?
			 commotion some jeans
			‘With how many holes do you think that some jeans have caused a stir?’
This contrast follows from the Argument Condition (46), which (as we saw in Sec
tion 1.3.2) can ultimately be taken to follow from locality constraints on move
ment (Rizzi 1990; Starke 2001).

2.6.2 D-linking
We have seen that D-linking of the extractee facilitates extraction out of weak
islands in English. In Spanish this is also the case. In relation to the adjunct/
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argument asymmetry noted in section 2.5.1, we observe that extraction of an ad
junct out of a nominal is substantially ameliorated when the extractee is D-linked
(and relatively long or heavy), as can be seen by comparing (66b) above with (67)
below:30
(67) ?¿Con cuál
de los tres
tipos de cintura crees
que están
		 with which of the three types of waist
think-2sg that are-3pl
		
causando tanta conmoción [unos vaqueros]?
		 causing
such commotion some jeans
		‘With which of the three types of waist do you think jeans are causing a
stir?’
As before, D-linking can be reinterpreted in terms of a feature-based implementa
tion of Relativized Minimality (Starke 2001; Rizzi 2004). D-linking a constituent
makes it featurally richer and hence may circumvent an intervention effect.

2.7 A cumulative effect
From our discussion it emerges that the question of whether Spanish is a type I or
a type II language is over-simplistic and that a range of factors have to be taken
into account. The island status of Spanish subject DPs is multi-factorial and both
factors pertaining to the extractee and factors relative to the internal or external
syntax of the subject play a role. In addition, intervention violations can be ame
liorated by D-linking the extractee. Overall judgments of extraction from subjects
are gradient, reflecting the combined effect of the different constraints: the more
constraints that are violated, the less acceptable the result is.

3 The complex nature of subject islands
3.1 Summary of key conditions
The data presented in sections 1 and 2, from both English and Spanish, show that
licensing of extraction out of a subject involves the complex interplay of multiple
30 Extraction from adjuncts is generally taken as degraded in the relevant literature (Stepanov
2007). However, Chaves (2012), Truswell (2007, 2009, 2011), Fábregas and Jiménez-Fernández
(2012) and Starke (2001: 40, fn.10), report that extraction out of certain types of adjunct is accept
able in English, German, Spanish and Swedish.
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constraints and conditions, key instances of which are listed and renumbered
below, and in some cases slightly reformulated. (68–71) are positional constraints:
(68) Extraction Constraint (= 31)
	Extraction is only possible from the head of a chain.
(69) Freezing Principle (= 3)
	A moved constituent is frozen for extraction.
(70) Edge Condition (= 8)
	The edge of a phase is opaque for extraction.
(71)	Preposition Stranding Condition/PSC (= 54)
	No preposition can be stranded (% inside a moved constituent).
Conditions (72–74) are sensitive to the syntactic/semantic/pragmatic properties
of the matrix constituent in (72, 73) and of the extractee in (74, 75). In its current
formulation, (75) is different in nature from other conditions, since it is an amelioration condition rather than a degradation condition.
(72)	Inactivity Condition (= 11)
	An inactive A-chain (i.e. one with no unvalued A-features) is opaque for
extraction.
(73)	Specificity Condition (= 33)
	Specific nominals are opaque domains for extraction.
(74)	Argument Condition (= 46)
	Extraction is degraded when the extractee is not an argument.
(75)	D-linking Condition (= 47)
	Extraction is ameliorated when the extractee is D-linked.31
The constraints are of varying degrees of strength. Some (like the Preposition
Stranding Constraint in Spanish) are inviolable and a sentence violating such a
constraint is irreparably ungrammatical. Other constraints are violable in the
sense that they give rise to moderate levels of unacceptability, an effect which can
to a certain extent be repaired by (e.g.) prosodic phrasing or D-linking. Within the

31 It should be noted in passing that (as pointed out in section 1.3.3) the Specificity and D-
linking conditions might be taken to follow from a specific implementation of the Intervention
Condition (48), given the assumptions made in Starke (2001) and Haegeman (2012).
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class of violable constraints, we can differentiate between those which are rela
tively strong (like the Argument Condition), and those which are relatively weak
(like the Freezing Condition). The strength of constraints can vary from one lan
guage to another. For example, the Preposition Stranding Constraint is an invio
lable constraint in Spanish, but it is a violable constraint albeit relatively strong
in English. As mentioned before, a full account of this parameterisation both in
violability and in strength of a constraint requires further study.
Sentences which do not violate any constraints are expected to be readily
accepted by all speakers.32 But violation of a single constraint does not necessar
ily lead to full unacceptability, unless this is an inviolable constraint such as the
Preposition Stranding Constraint in Spanish. Rather, the effect of weak constraint
violations is cumulative and the ensuing degradation is proportionate to the
number (and relative strength) of constraints violated. Using the traditional ?/*
notation, let us suppose that (as far as violation of weak constraints is concerned)
a sentence is judged ? if involving violation of a single constraint, ?? if involving a
double constraint violation, ?* if involving a triple violation, and * if involving a
quadruple violation. By contrast, a sentence involving violation of an inviolable
constraint leads to outright unacceptability (*).
Ultimately, it would be desirable of course to make this concept of graded
judgments more precise and to devise an accurate notation that reflects the cu
mulative effect of constraint violations: see section 4.3 for discussion. In addition,
it would be interesting to explore to what extent such graded judgments can be
elicited experimentally (see for instance Alexopoulou and Keller 2007; Haddican
2010; also Haddican and Plunkett 2010 and references cited there; see also the
discussion in Section 4.2).
Sentences which violate only one weak constraint will produce a relatively
low degree of unacceptability: more sensitive speakers will detect some degree
of awkwardness, whereas more tolerant speakers may simply accept them (so ac
counting for inter-speaker variation in judgments), with the result that the per
ceived level of degradation may vary from one speaker to another. We account for
this by supposing that speakers have differing tolerance thresholds (in the sense
that some speakers may be more tolerant of particular constraint violations than
others).

32 Note that this does not mean that they should be expected to receive a perfect score (e.g. 7 on
a 7-point Likert scale), since experimental research suggests that any extraction of one constitu
ent out of another leads to some lowering of acceptability, because of the problems faced by the
parser in locating the gap associated with the filler (i.e. the moved constituent): furthermore the
greater the distance between filler and gap, the lower the acceptability level is likely to be.
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In the next two sections, we will show how our analysis accounts for the gra
dient acceptability of extraction of various types of constituent out of various
types of subject in Spanish (Section 3.2) and English (Section 3.3). An important
point to note at the outset, however, is that our judgments in Sections 3.2 and 3.3
below may differ from the judgments of other linguists reported in earlier sec
tions. This is because differences tend to be represented in black and white terms
when only two sentences (e.g. a minimal pair) are compared, but often turn out
to involve shades of grey when a larger set of sentences are compared. By way of
illustration, consider extraction from subjects with and without preposition pied-
piping in English. The pied-piping examples are conventionally treated as gram
matical, and their stranding counterparts as ungrammatical. However, Jurka
(2010) reported that although stranding examples like (43b) received a low ac
ceptability rating of only 2.51 on a 7-point scale, pied-piping examples like (43a)
received a score which was very little higher (3.29), suggesting that pied-piping
examples are far from fully acceptable.

3.2 Extraction from subjects in Spanish
In the light of the assumptions made above, let’s take another look at the vary
ing degrees of degradation resulting from extraction out of subjects in preand post-verbal positions in Spanish. An important point to be borne in mind
is that we assume here that – in consequence of the Extraction Constraint (31) –
extraction is launched from the superficial position of the constituent. We con
tinue to adhere to this position throughout our discussion of English and Spanish
in the remainder of the paper.
3.2.1 Structures which violate no constraint
Consider sentence (56b):
(56) b. ¿De qué
príncipe fueron
publicadas [varias fotos
			 of which prince were-3pl published
several photos
			
comprometedoras]?
			compromising
			‘Of which prince were several compromising photos published?’
In this example, extraction is launched from within a postverbal passive theme
subject, which might either be positioned in situ in comp-VP, or have raised to
spec-FocP (see Section 2.1.4). In neither case will there be a violation of the Edge
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Condition (because the subject is not positioned on the edge of a phase), or of
the Preposition Stranding Constraint (because the preposition has not been
stranded), or the Specificity Condition (because the subject is non-specific), or of
the Argument Condition (because the extractee is an argument). Nor will there be
any violation of the Inactivity Condition: this is because, if the subject moves to
spec-FocP, it will not be in an A-position, and if it remains in situ in comp-VP it
remains active (and hence transparent for extraction) if C probes to extract the PP
before T probes to value the case feature on the subject. If the subject moves to
spec-FocP, extracting PP from it will result in violation of the Freezing Principle,
but this only leads to a mild degradation; however, if the subject remains in situ
in comp-VP, there will be no freezing violation (nor any other constraint viola
tion). Accordingly, (56b) would be expected to be judged to be fine, since it has
one derivation on which the subject remains in comp-VP, and no constraint is
violated.

3.2.2 S
 tructures violating a single constraint
Structures which violate an inviolable constraint (such as the P-stranding con
straint in Spanish) are severely degraded, as we see from our earlier example
(56a):
(56) a. *¿Qué
príncipe fueron
publicadas [varias fotos
			 which prince were-3pl published
several photos
			comprometedoras de]?
			compromising
of?
			‘Which prince were several compromising photos of published?’
By contrast, the violation of a weak constraint will lead to weak degradation, as
can be illustrated in relation to (60a):
(60) a. ?¿De qué
coches parece
			 of which cars seem-3sg
			[los conductores]?
				 the drivers

que fueron
that were-3pl

arrestados
arrested

The derivation of (60a) is essentially parallel to that of (56b), save for the fact that
extraction in (56b) takes place out of a non-specific subject, whereas that in (60a)
takes place out of a specific subject. Consequently, since (60a) involves violation
of a single weak constraint, it leads to a mild degradation.
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A similar weak constraint violation also arises in cases such as (76):
(76) a. ?¿De qué
coche han
ganado [varios pilotos] dos carreras?
			 of which car
have-3pl won
several drivers two races
			‘Of which car have several drivers won two races?’
b. ?¿De qué
equipo han
protestado [muchos jugadores]?
			 of which team have-3pl protested
many
players
			‘Which team have many players in protested?’
			 (Gallego 2007: 293, fn.8)
Following our discussion in Section 2.1.4, we assume that the bracketed subject
in examples like (76) remains in situ, and that the agent subject of a transitive
or unergative predicate is merged in a position on the edge of a vP phase (e.g.
spec-VoiceP). This in turn means that extraction out of an in situ agentive subject
will give rise to violation of the Edge Condition. However, this is a weak constraint
and because no other constraint is violated in (76), the resulting sentences show
only mild degradation.

3.2.3 Structures violating multiple constraints
Now consider (77), which Uriagereka (1988: 122) judges to be doubly degraded
(??):
(77) ??¿De qué
artistas han
herido tu
sensibilidad
		 of which artists
have-3pl hurt your sensitivity
		
obras]?
		
works
		‘Which artists have the works of hurt your sensitivity?’

[las
the

In this type of VOS structure, the subject raises to the edge of FocP, and the ob
ject raises to the edge of a superordinate AgrOP projection. Since the subject is
specific and has moved to spec-FocP, extraction from it violates both the Freez
ing Principle and the Specificity Condition, causing the sentence to be double
degraded.
A similar double degradation is found in (78):
(78) ??¿De qué
coche han
provocado [los pilotos]
		 of what car
have-3pl caused
the drivers
		‘Of which car have the drivers caused an accident?’

un accidente?
an accident
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(78) displays VSO order, so we assume that the subject remains in its initial merge
position, spec-vP. Here, extraction takes place from a bracketed in situ specific
agentive subject on the edge of a phase. This results in a violation of both the Edge
Condition and the Specificity Condition, and the resulting double constraint vio
lation leads to double degradation.
More degraded still is (79):
(79) ?*¿De qué
electrodoméstico
parece
que [el inventor]
		 of which electrical.appliance seem-3sg that the inventor
		
causó
tanta conmoción?
		caused-3sg such commotion
		‘Which electrical appliance does it seem that the inventor of caused a big
stir?’
Here, the italicized argumental PP is extracted out of a specific subject in spec-TP.
Since the subject has moved to spec-TP, extraction incurs violation of the Freezing
Principle. Since the subject is inactive once it reaches spec-TP (by virtue of having
had its case feature valued), extraction also leads to violation of the Inactivity
Condition. In addition, since the subject is specific, extraction also violates the
Specificity Condition. This triple constraint violation leads to triple degradation
(?*). Observe that in (79) the extractee is D-linked, which mitigates the severity of
the violation. As seen in (80), the degradation becomes even more severe if the
extracted PP is not D-linked:
(80) *¿De qué
parece
que [el inventor] causó
		 of which seem-3sg that the inventor caused-3sg
		
conmoción?
		commotion
		‘What does it seem that the inventor of caused a big stir?’

tanta
such

A parallel quadruple constraint violation is also found in (81):
(81) *¿Con qué
tipo de cicatriz en la
cara dijiste
que [el hombre]
		 with what type of scar
on the face said-2sg that the man
		
asesinó
a una señora anciana?
		murdered-3sg to a
lady old
		‘With what kind of scar on his face did you say that [the man] murdered an
old lady?’
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This is because, by virtue of extracting an adjunct out of a specific, moved, in
active subject at the head of an A-chain, (81) involves a quadruple (Freezing, In
activity, Specificity and Argument) violation, so leading to extremely severe deg
radation (especially as the Argument Constraint is a strong one).

3.3 Extraction from subjects in English
In this section, we return to extraction out of subjects in English. Our discussion
will be brief, partly to avoid unnecessary repetition, and partly because (as noted
earlier), the possibilities for extracting out of subjects are more limited in English
than in Spanish, because English subjects canonically raise to spec-TP. However,
as we saw in Section 1.1.1, extraction is possible from the base position of a sub
ject in existential expletive structures such as:
(4) a. W
 hich candidate were there [posters of ] all over the town?
		(Lasnik and Park 2003: 651)
This is because, under our analysis, no violation of any constraint occurs in such
structures: e.g. there is no Freezing violation because the subject remains in situ
within VP, no Edge violation because the subject is not positioned on the edge of
a phase, no Inactivity violation if C extracts PP before T values the case feature on
the subject, and so on.
As illustrated in Section 3.3 for Spanish, each additional constraint violation
leads to further degradation. In this connection, consider the contrast below:
(82) a. ??Of which famous celebrity were [compromising pictures] published?
b. ?*Which famous celebrity were [compromising pictures of ] published?
In both cases, the subject has moved to spec-TP and had its case feature valued as
nominative. Accordingly, both sentences involve Freezing and Inactivity viola
tions. However, (82a) is even more degraded since it also violates the Preposition
Stranding Constraint: thus (82a) is doubly degraded and (82b) triply degraded –
in line with the experimental results for sentences like (43) reported by Jurka
(2010).
We find even more severe degradation in sentences such as (83):
(83) *Who were [compromising pictures of ] published?
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As in (82b), extraction out of the subject in spec-TP leads to Freezing, Inactivity
and Preposition Stranding violations; however, the fact that the subject is not
D-linked means that (83) is even more degraded than (82). Observe that so far, in
keeping with the literature, we have treated the D-linking Condition in (75) as an
“amelioration” condition. An alternative possibility would be to treat it as a “deg
radation” condition such as (84):
(84) D-Linking Condition (reformulated as a degradation condition)
	Extraction of a (pro)nominal which is not D-linked is degraded.
It would then be the case that (84) involves a quadruple (Freezing, Inactivity,
Preposition Stranding and D-linking) violation, so accounting for its severe deg
radation. The reformulation in (84) will, however, have further ramifications that
we cannot pursue here.
Having seen how our analysis accounts for differing degrees of degradation
in different types of structure, in the next section we turn to address a number of
issues which arise from it.

4 I ssues arising from our analysis
Our account raises three important issues.33 One concerns the nature of the
constraints we posit. The second is whether these constraints are ultimately
reducible to non-syntactic factors (e.g. processing considerations). The third is
whether our assumption that different types of constraint have different degrees
of strength is equivalent to importing into the system the concept of constraint-
ranking familiar from Optimality Theory/OT. We address each of these questions
in the three subsections below.

4.1 The nature of the constraints
The key point of our paper is that the Subject Condition is not a primitive con
straint in itself, but rather is reducible to the cumulative interaction of a number
of more general constraints which are not specific to subjects. However, this
raises the questions of what the nature of these more general constraints is, why
they should exist, and why they should have the properties that they do.
33 We thank the anonymous reviewers for bringing up these points. Their comments have en
abled us to sharpen the discussion of the issues.
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Traditional work conceived of island constraints as derivational conditions
which prevent movement operations extracting constituents out of opaque do
mains in the syntax. However, this derivational view has been challenged by evi
dence that (certain types of) constraint violation can be repaired by ellipsis oper
ations (Merchant 1999, 2001, 2002, 2004, 2006, 2008; Lasnik 2001a; Fox and
Lasnik 2003; Boeckx and Lasnik 2006; Bošković 2011) or by resumption (Boeckx
2001, 2003, 2008, 2012; Aoun et al. 2001; McCloskey 2002). This has led to the
suggestion that repairable constraints are PF interface conditions barring traces
from occurring in opaque domains at PF, and that they can be circumvented
either if the trace is spelled out as a resumptive34, or if the trace is obliterated by
ellipsis of some constituent containing the trace.35 This raises the question of
whether the constraints central to our analysis are derivational or interface
conditions.
To elucidate the issue, let’s consider the question of whether the Preposition
Stranding Constraint/PSC in English is a derivational constraint or a PF Interface
Condition/PFIC. If PSC is a PF-interface locality condition and if locality con
straints are representational in nature (Bošković 2011: 6), PSC can be formulated
in representational terms as a PFIC barring PF representations in which a PP con
tains a trace which is bound from outside a superordinate XP which itself binds a
trace. Such a PFIC account of PSC will correctly specify that an unsluiced struc
ture like (85a) induces a PSC violation, but its sluiced counterpart (85b) does not:
(85) a. *At the rally, supporters of one of the speakers were arrested, but I’m not
sure who supporters of were arrested.
b.		At the rally, supporters of one of the speakers were arrested, but I’m not
sure who.
The underlined clause in (85a) has the structure (86):

34 But see Polinsky et al. (in press) on resumption in English.
35 Richards (2011) argues that the repair property of ellipsis can be accounted for by positing
that elided constituents are transferred only to the LF interface, not to the PF interface (hence
they will not violate PF constraints). Boeckx (2008, 2012) argues that it is not Sluicing per se
which repairs constraint violations, but rather the presence of a null resumptive pronoun ( pro),
e.g. in a structure like:
(i) J ohn countered the claim that Fido bit someone, but I can’t remember who John countered the
claim that Fido bit pro
(cf. Boeckx 2012: 93, 22)
Jiménez-Fernández (2009) argues that island constraints are both syntactic and interfaceconnected.
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(86) *[CP whoi [C ø] [TP [QPj supporters [PP of ti ]] [T were] arrested tj ]]
The PSC violation arises in (86) because the of-PP contains a trace of who which
is bound from outside the containing QP supporters of ti, and this containing QP
binds a trace of itself in comp˗VP. As is expected if PSC is a PF interface condition,
violation of PSC is obviated by Sluicing of the TP supporters of t were arrested,
because Sluicing erases the traces which give rise to the PSC violation. Interest
ingly, an alternative way of obviating PSC violations found in colloquial English
is the use of a resumptive pronoun in structures like (87):
(87)	Ancelotti played the three, which we thought [one of them] might be
sacrificed.
(Gabby Logan, BBC Radio 5)
This is in keeping with a substantial body of research suggesting that resumption
can be used to repair PF locality constraints (Pesetsky 1997, 1998; Aoun and Li
2003; Boeckx 2012).
Having looked at the nature of PSC, let’s now turn to consider more briefly the
nature of some of the other constraints central to our analysis. The Edge Condi
tion and the Inactivity Condition are formulated by Chomsky (2008) as derivational conditions imposing locality restrictions on the search domain for a probe
(i.e. to limit how far a probe can “look” into a syntactic structure it its search for a
goal). However, sentences like (88) below suggest that Sluicing can repair viola
tion of these conditions:
(88) a.		The biography of a famous A-list Hollywood celebrity caused a scandal.
Guess who!
b. *Guess who the biography of caused a scandal?
In this example interrogative who is interpreted as the complement of a subject
internal PP, corresponding to of a famous A-list Hollywood celebrity. Extraction of
who from the subject in (88b) leads to a quadruple violation: (87b) violates the
Freezing Condition (69), the Inactivity Condition (72), the Preposition Stranding
Condition (71) and the Specificity Condition (73). And yet the ellipsis of TP includ
ing the offending subject leads to a grammatical result in (87a). This would sug
gest that such locality constraints are repairable PF interface conditions rather
than irreparable derivational conditions.
Now consider the Specificity Condition (73), the Argument Condition (74),
and the D-linking Condition (75). We argued in sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 that these
are ultimately reducible to the Intervention Condition (48). Since intervention ef
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fects are sensitive to the semantic properties of the mover and the intervener, it
might at first sight seem plausible (on conceptual grounds) to suppose that the
Intervention Constraint is an interface condition on LF representations, barring
an intervention-sensitive constituent from binding a trace across a relevant type
of intervener at LF. If so, we would expect that intervention effects cannot be alle
viated by Sluicing, since Sluicing is a PF operation, and the output of PF opera
tions is invisible at LF. However, any such claim would be challenged by the ob
servation made in Chung et al. (1995) that Sluicing can repair wh-island violations,
e.g. in sentences such as:
(89) S
 andy was trying to work out which students would be able to solve a certain
problem, but she wouldn’t tell us which one
(Chung et al. 1995, 84a)
The repairability of wh-intervention violations suggests that the Intervention
Constraint is a PF Interface Condition/PFIC.
The general conclusion which our brief discussion in this section leads us
to is that the constraints central to our analysis are probably PFICs. However,
this raises the question of the nature of the relevant PFICs and to what extent
PFICs are relevant in the syntax. Bošković (2011), elaborating on earlier work
by Chomsky (1972), proposes that locality violations incurred in a derivation re
sult in the marking (in the syntax) of the element that is responsible for block
ing movement. He does this concretely by using the diacritic *. With respect to
illicit extraction from an island, he proposes that when a wh-moved element
crosses an island boundary, the island is *-marked. In other words, the diacritic *
is assigned to the element that has caused a locality-of-movement violation.
The presence of a diacritic * in the final PF representation of a derivation leads
to a crash. However, such a violation is “repaired” (i.e., does not occur) if the
*-marked element is deleted at PF since in that case, no * is present in the final PF
representation.
In the next section, we consider whether the relevant PF interface conditions
are reducible to processing constraints designed to increase the parsability of PF
structures.

4.2 Processing factors
There is evidence from a range of studies (including Kluender 1998, 2004, 2005;
Kluender and Kutas 1993; Hofmeister 2007, 2008, 2011; Sag et al. 2007; Hofmeister
et al. 2007; Hofmeister and Sag 2010; Clausen 2010; Chaves 2013) that processing
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factors play a significant role in determining the acceptability of extraction struc
tures, including extraction out of subjects (Kluender 2004). Hofmeister (2008)
and Hofmeister and Sag (2010) report experimental evidence that extraction of
adjuncts from islands is significantly facilitated if the adjunct is syntactically and
semantically complex (e.g. for what period of time after the crash), in conformity
with the Memory Facilitation Hypothesis of Hofmeister (2008: 4), whereby syntac
tically and semantically rich constituents are less prone to memory decay, facili
tating their retrieval downstream in hard-to-process structures.
Likewise, Hofmeister et al. (2011) adduce experimental evidence that ex
traction of argument phrases which are syntactically or semantically richer can
offset potential intervention effects. Hofmeister (2007, 2008, 2011), Hofmeister et
al. (2007, 2011) and Hofmeister and Sag (2010) argue that memory effects explain
why D-linking ameliorates weak constraint violations. They produce experimen
tal evidence that D-linking ameliorates extraction even out of non-islands, and
argue that this is because the syntactic and semantic richness of D-linked con
stituents makes them less prone to memory decay.
Hofmeister (2012) argues that “freezing” effects also arise from processing
problems, in that extraction out of moved constituents creates a nested depen
dency in which a filler is associated with a gap inside another filler associated
with another gap (but see the cautionary note at the end of the next section). It
may be that the English variant of the Preposition Stranding Constraint (barring
a preposition from being stranded inside a moved constituent) represents a spe
cific instance of the grammaticalisation of a more general parsing strategy de
signed to avoid the problems associated with parsing nested filler-gap dependen
cies. Potential support for this comes from the observation by Chaves (2013) that
violation of PSC can be ameliorated by prosodic phrasing at PF. For example, as
noted in section 2.1, the acceptability of (55) improves with the prosodic phrasing
indicated by the brackets below.
(55) a.	[Which doctors] [have patients of ] [ filed malpractice suits in the last year]?
b.	[Which problem] [will a solution to] [never be found]?
This is arguably because prosody cues the extraction site and can thus offset the
parsing difficulties which would otherwise arise from a PSC violation.
It also seems likely that the Extraction Constraint can be viewed in process
ing terms. In processing filler-gap dependencies, the parser attempts to associate
the filler with the closest gap, and the Extraction Constraint ensures that in struc
tures where extraction takes place out of a moved subject, the filler will be asso
ciated with a (closer) gap in the superficial rather than the underlying position of
the subject.
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More generally, Kluender (2004) argues that the islandhood property of sub
jects can be accounted for in processing terms, remarking (2004: 10) that sub
jects, especially complex subjects, are already difficult to process for reasons
having to do with both verbal working memory storage and discourse referential
processing costs. On top of this independently existing difficulty, attempts to
maintain a simultaneous long-distance filler gap-dependency may push the ver
bal working memory system over threshold. The result would be the perceived
ungrammaticality and uninterpretability of subject islands.
Processing factors may also be instrumental in understanding the correlation
between the position of subjects and how easy it is to extract out of them in Span
ish. An interesting processing perspective on this issue (which we hope to pursue
in subsequent research) is that subjects containing gaps cause processing prob
lems, and speakers prefer to position hard-to-process structures toward the end
of the sentence, in order to reduce the burden on memory resources (see e.g.
Yngve 1960; Hawkins 1994; Wasow 1997, 2002; Gibson 1998). This would account
not only for why extraction is easier out of postverbal rather than preverbal sub
jects, but also for why it is easier out of subjects in VOS structures than in VSO
structures – as we showed in section 2.1.4.
Although we have focused on processing factors here, we note that there is
also evidence that pragmatic factors play a role in determining extractability
(Erteschik-Shir 1973, 2006, 2007; Erteschik-Shir and Lappin 1979; Kuno 1987; Van
Valin 1986, 1995; Goldberg 2006; but for a more sceptical note see Boeckx 2012:
28–29). For example, Chaves (2013) argues that relevance is an important factor,
in that an extracted phrase must bear some relevance to the phrase from which it
is extracted. This accounts for the relative acceptability of an example like the
following, where brackets mark prosodic phrasing:
(90) [Which problem] [will the solution to] [impress everyone]?
This is relatively acceptable, Chaves maintains, because a solution necessarily
presupposes the existence of a corresponding problem, so the wh-phrase in (i) is
relevant for the subject and for the predicate. In a similar vein, Chaves (2013: 26)
conjectures that the constraint on extraction out of agentive subjects can be ac
counted for in terms of relevance: agent subjects resist extraction because an
extracted phrase has to be relevant to the phrase out of which it is extracted and
to the main assertion, and it is harder for any phrase inside an agent subject to be
relevant for the main assertion.
In much the same way, it might be claimed that the Specificity Condition
is pragmatic in nature. If so, the unacceptability of sentences like (32d) *Of
what did those pictures upset him? would arise (in part) because using those
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pictures implies that the speaker is familiar with the pictures and therefore
knows what they depict, and this being so, it makes little sense to ask what
they are pictures of. See Frascarelli and Jiménez-Fernández (2012, 2013) for an
analysis of specificity effects as deriving from the information structure of the
relevant DP.

4.3 On constraint strength
Another issue that arises is whether our hypothesis that different types of con
straint have different degrees of strength is equivalent to adopting the OT concept
of constraint-ranking. In classic OT accounts of syntax36, output representations
produced by a Generator are filtered through an Evaluator containing a universal
set of violable constraints which are ranked in terms of their relative strength:
languages may differ in the ranking of the constraints, and violation of a lower-
ranked constraint is tolerated if it enables the satisfaction of a higher-ranked con
straint. This raises the question of whether our assumption that different con
straints have different degrees of strength can be seen as extensionally equivalent
to an OT-style ranking of constraints, in which stronger constraints are ranked
above weaker ones. However, a key difference between our approach and that of
OT is that OT assumes that violation of a lower-ranked constraint is tolerated (and
can result in a grammatical outcome) if it enables the satisfaction of a higher-
ranked constraint. By contrast, we assume that violating a constraint (however
weak) always leads to some degree of degradation, and that each additional con
straint which is violated adds an additional degree of degradation, in a cumula
tive fashion. In this respect, our assumptions are more compatible with the vari
ant of OT developed by Frank Keller which he terms Linear Optimality Theory/LOT
(Keller 1998, 2000, 2005; Keller and Sorace 2003; Sorace and Keller 2005; for re
lated work see Jäger and Rosenbach 2006; Adli 2011).
In the words of Keller (2000: 233) “The core assumption of Linear Optimality
Theory is that linguistic constraints are annotated with numeric weights, and that
the grammaticality of a structure is determined by the weighted sum of the con
straint violations it incurs.” The weight of a constraint is determined by the de
gree of unacceptability induced by violating it. There are two types of constraint,
soft and hard. Soft constraints induce mild unacceptability and so have a low

36 See Grimshaw (1997), Pesetsky (1998), Dekkers (1999, 2000), Bresnan (2000), Sells (2001),
Müller (2000, 2001), Vogel (2006), Woolford (2007) and Broekhuis (2008) for a range of theoreti
cal and descriptive implementations of this approach.
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weighting, whereas hard constraints induce severe ungrammaticality and so
have a high weighting (Keller 2000: 43). A further difference between the two
noted by Keller (2000: 160) is that violations of soft (but not hard) constraints can
be ameliorated (e.g. by contextual factors like D-linking). Keller conjectures
(2000: 321) that it may be the case that “hard constraints are structural (i.e. syn
tactic) in nature, while soft constraints are non-structural (e.g. semantic or prag
matic).” He further maintains that the weight of a given constraint may differ
from one language (or language variety) to another (2000: 269).
We can illustrate how our approach might be reconciled with the LOT model
by considering the ungrammaticality of (91)
(91) *What did [the man in] damage the painting?
(Cf. The man in a T-shirt damaged the painting.) For expository purposes, let us
make the simplifying assumption that all the constraints we are concerned with
here are soft in English, and that each has a weight of 1, and that violation of a
constraint with a 1 weighting results in an acceptability score of −1. Since the sub
ject has raised to spec-TP, violation of the Freezing Constraint reduces the accept
ability level to −1. Since subjects have had their case feature valued and so are
inactive when they reach spec-TP, (90) also violates the Inactivity Condition,
and this further reduces the score to −2. Since the subject is specific, violation of
the Specificity Condition further reduces the score to −3. Since the preposition
in is stranded inside a moved subject, violation of the Preposition Stranding
Constraint reduces the score still further to −4. Since the extractee what is not
D-linked, violation of the D˗linking condition (if viewed as a degradation condi
tion as in 84) further reduces the score to −5. And since the in-PP is an adjunct,
extraction of what out of the adjunct in what will lead to violation of the tradi
tional Adjunct Island Condition (or perhaps of the more general Constraint on
Extraction Domains: see note 3), reducing the score still further to −6, with the
result that the sentence is perceived to be extremely severely degraded. The score
will be even lower if (e.g.) the Adjunct Island Constraint is a strong constraint and
violation of it reduces the overall acceptability score by (say) two points rather
than one (lowering the final score to −7).
Now consider the following contrast in Spanish:
(56) a. *¿Qué
príncipe fueron
publicadas [varias fotos
			 which prince
were-3pl published
several photos
			comprometedoras de]?
			compromising
of?
			‘Which prince were several compromising photos of published?’
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b. ¿De qué
príncipe fueron
publicadas [varias fotos
			 of which prince were-3pl published
several photos
			comprometedoras]?
			compromising
			‘Of which prince were several compromising photos published?’
As we saw earlier, extraction of the italicised PP in (56b) induces no Edge, Speci
ficity, Inactivity, Argument, D-linking or P-Stranding violation, so the sentence
does not have a negative acceptability score and is fully grammatical. By con
trast, (56a) violates the Preposition Stranding Constraint. Assuming that this is
a hard constraint (e.g. with a weight of 7, say) in Spanish, violation of this con
straint alone will be enough to yield an acceptability score of −7, and thus to make
(56a) extremely severely degraded.
If we follow Keller (2000) in supposing that the strength of constraints can
vary from one language to another, we can also offer an answer to the question
why some languages permit subextraction out of a moved subject. Greek is a case
in point, as the following example from Spyropoulos and Stamatogiannis (2011:
6, 30a):
(91) pjanu aftokinitu su
fanike
oti
[o oδiγos] paraviase
which car-gen
you seemed-3sg that the driver
violated-3sg
to stop?
the stop
	‘Of which car did it seem to you that the driver violated the stop sign?’
Assuming that the preverbal subject in Greek occupies the specifier of TP, such a
sentence would be expected to induce Inactivity, Freezing and Specificity viola
tions, and thus to be triply degraded; however, Spyropoulos and Stamatogiannis
judge it to be acceptable. This suggests that the three violations which we would
associate with (91) are in fact not there. If C rather than T is a nominative case-
assigner in Greek, and if C can extract PP from the subject before it case-marks the
subject, the subject in spec-TP would remain active for extraction and (91) would
not lead to an Inactivity violation. Alternatively, it might be argued that the pre
verbal lexical subject in Greek has moved to topic-like left peripheral position, an
A′-position. In addition, if it could be argued that unlike its counterpart in English
and Spanish, the definite article o ‘the’ has minimal semantic specification, this
could mean that the example does not violate the Specificity Condition either.
However, such analyses still leave the question of why there is no Freezing viola
tion in (91). In this connection, it is interesting to note the claim made by Spyro
poulos and Stamatogiannis (2011) that freezing violations are readily tolerated in
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Greek. Consequently, extraction is possible out of a small clause ECM subject
which moves to spec-VP as in (92a), and from a fronted focused constituent as in
(92b):
(92) a. pjanu aftokinitu θeoris
[ton oδiγo] poli kalo
		 which car
think-2sg the driver very good
		‘Of which car do you consider the driver very good?’
b. pjanu aftokinitu su
fanike
oti
[ton oδiγo] sinelave
i
		 which car-gen you seem-3sg that the driver arrested-3sg the
		
astinomia
		
police
		‘Of which car does it seem to you that it was the driver that the police
arrested?’
		(Spyropoulos and Stamatogiannis 2011: 52, 54, 55)
This would be consistent with the view that the Freezing constraint has a very
low weighting in Greek, with the result that freezing violations are virtually
imperceptible.
Overall, our brief discussion here illustrates that our findings can potentially
be interpreted in terms of Keller’s LOT model. However, the important caveat
needs to be made that the precise weight of each constraint in each language will
need to be determined experimentally. A second point to note is that if constraints
like the Freezing Constraint vary in strength from one language to another, it is
less likely that they can be reduced to domain-general cognitive mechanisms re
lating to problems in processing nested dependencies, since these mechanisms
are unlikely to vary across speakers of different languages. From this perspective,
it would seem as if there may be a residue of syntactic islandhood which cannot
easily be accounted for in purely processing terms (See also Sprouse et al. 2013).

5 Concluding remarks
In this paper we have discussed the complex nature of extraction from subjects
and have shown how, in the light of theoretical developments over the last 40
years, the effect of Chomsky’s (1973) Subject Condition can be reinterpreted as
resulting from the cumulative effect of distinct interacting factors that contribute
to the degradation of extraction from subjects. Properties of both the subject and
the extractee have been shown to play a role in the licensing of extraction. We
have presented evidence that extraction is governed by positional constraints
such as (68–71), and feature-based constraints such as (72–74).
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(68) Extraction Constraint (= 31)
	Extraction is only possible from the head of a chain.
(69) Freezing Principle (= 3)
	A moved constituent is frozen for extraction.
(70) Edge Condition (= 8)
	The edge of a phase is opaque for extraction.
(71)	Preposition Stranding Condition/PSC (= 54)
	No preposition can be stranded (% inside a moved constituent).
(72) Inactivity Condition (= 11)
	An inactive A-chain (i.e. one with no unvalued A-features) is opaque for
extraction.
(73) Specificity Condition (= 33)
	Specific nominals are opaque domains for extraction.
(74) Argument Condition (= 46)
	Extraction is degraded when the extractee is not an argument.
In addition, we have shown how the D-linking effect can either be handled in
terms of an amelioration condition like (75), or as a degradation condition like
(84):
(75)	D-linking Condition (formulated as an “amelioration” condition)
	Extraction is ameliorated when the extractee is D-linked.
(84)	D-Linking Condition (formulated as a “degradation” condition)
	Extraction of a (pro)nominal which is not D-linked is degraded.
Decomposing the Subject Condition into a set of subconditions whose effect is
cumulative allows a more fine-grained scale of judgments: the more conditions
which are violated the more degraded the outcome is (in conformity with the as
sumptions made in Linear Optimality Theory). To account for inter-speaker vari
ation reported in the literature we postulated that different speakers have differ
ent tolerance thresholds. It is to be hoped (and expected) that future theoretical
developments will lead to further decomposition of constraints like those in (68–
75), so that even the principles we have listed here end up being decomposed
into primitive constraints. Any such development will be beneficial and will make
a more refined account of grammaticality judgements possible. Needless to say,
this would not change the general line of our argumentation.
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In response to comments from anonymous reviewers some preliminary
remarks are in order to clarify our position. In this paper our approach is essen
tially syntactic in nature, although at the end of the paper we briefly address al
ternative (e.g. pragmatic and processing) perspectives. Our data are based on in
trospective acceptability judgments: for a defense of the use of introspective data
and a comparison with usage-based data see Newmeyer (2003, 2005, 2006a,
2006b), and for a comparison between introspective and experimental data see
Sprouse (2011), Sprouse et al. (2011), Sprouse and Almeida (2011, 2012a, 2012b),
and Schütze and Sprouse (2012). We adopt an approach to syntax which pre
supposes movement operations, but is relatively theory-neutral in respect of
not being tied to a specific (e.g. Minimalist or Cartographic) implementation. Der
ivations and structural representations are simplified by showing only essential
details (and sometimes omitting null constituents); trace copies of moved con
stituents are shown as t, in order to save space.
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